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{Official Business}

“Frank” retired for real, he made his
mind, but not for long, he had to earn
his right to see “Paige” & little “Victor”...

A month and a half later, since “God’s
eye” disappeared, “Crouch” called
“Frank” and told him to prepare himself
for a job “Hey young man, you got a job to
do” “Crouch” said, “Frank” replied “I
was waiting”...“Arrow” and another
agent were sent to “Egypt” to pick
“Frank” up and go to the country where
the job took place...The job took place in
“Nigeria”, a dangerous guy, a drug and a
weapon dealer who got relations in the
“Nigerian” government, discovered that
one of his men was betraying him and
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working with the “MI6”, he captured the
covered agent and started to torture him
days before “Frank” and the others
reached the country, that guy had a
huge mansion, used to be called “The
Castle”, secured by mercenaries and
dangerous thugs...In a lower level under
the mansion’s floor, it was a place like a
prison, cells where slaves and back
civilians were kept for several reasons,
that man was an Indian man his name
was “Ahmed Khan”...

“Crouch” gave orders to stop this guy
by any means necessary...“Khan” was
preparing himself for a meeting in his
mansion with someone from the
“Russian” mob, “Frank” and his men
had to use this situation, the agent who
went with them knew some info about
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that guy, they went to see the Russian
guy, and they managed a way to tie him
tight, then “Arrow” and that agent went
to “Khan” in the Russian guy’s place,
“Khan” didn’t know how the Russian
guy looked like, and welcomed them and
started talking, they knew the deal
between the Russians and “Khan” and
talked to “Khan” about it, “Frank” was
ready with the suit, “Arrow” wanted to
know some details about the deal
between the Russians and “Khan”, once
it was done, “Arrow” sent the mark to
“Frank” and he started the attack the
place, alone...Once the men saw him they
screamed “IT’S FRANKENSTEIN, HE’S
HERE” and started shooting at him, it
wasn’t too long until he finished them
all, and started to chase “Khan”, when
“Frank” found that place, he opened the
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cells for the prisoners and told them to
run, at the end he got “Khan” and killed
his men, but “Khan” didn’t give up and
tried to escape forcing “Frank” to shoot
him dead, “Arrow” and the other agent
found their way out...Mission
accomplished...

After it was over, “Frank” & “Arrow”
went on a jet to “London”, the other agent,
who was called later “Agent X”, went on
her way somewhere else, “Arrow” asked
“Frank” “What are you thinking of? You
really wanna retire?” “Frank” said
“Yeah, I’m done, I’ll hide in the shadows
waiting for things to get worse again,
only when your backs are to the wall, I’ll
show up again to retain order to the
world”...
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{Mystique}

“Ivy” welcomed “Frank” & “Arrow”,
she was in charge of the operation, she
talked with “Frank” about what
happened there, “Arrow” delivered a
report he was writing all the way back to
“England”, writing about the operation’s
details since they reached “Abuja” and
till they made their way to “London”, it
was impressive to anyone who read that
report...“Frank” went to see “Paige” and
little “Victor”, hours later he was sent
back to “Egypt”, “Jenny” welcomed him
in “Egypt”...Days later, “Frank” started to
feel sick, he got brain cancer, just like
his love “Hylaria”, “Frank” was okay
with death, he wanted to die, “Rose” was
the only one who knew about that,
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because she was with “Floyd” checking
“Brandon’s” stuff, she found a file on his
laptop indicating that “Frank’s”
condition was bad and getting worse
everyday and a medical attention was
essential for “Frank”, she kept that file
hidden with her, she didn’t tell anyone
about it, not even her mom, but she
talked to “Frank” first and told him to
travel to “England” to get in a hospital
belonging to the agency, where special
care and classified treatments, she meant
the “Green Goo”, but it was still a great
risk because the compound wasn’t tested
on human cells, “Frank” didn’t care, but
the “Chemist” convinced him and he
agreed…Traveling wasn’t easy on “Frank”,
so “Rose” sent the compound with a
specified dose in an injection to “Egypt”,
as a package to the British embassy,
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“Jenny” received the package and
waited for orders...“Frank” wasn’t okay
with the idea, but he thought that it
might be a way to die fast, but “Rose” was
nearly sure that the experiment will
succeed, for a reason “Frank” knew
later...

“Jenny” injected “Frank” with the
compound, it was painful in the
beginning, but he became alright, he
started to feel better by time, but there
was a trouble with that compound, it
healed all damaged cells, but it got its
power to do this from special cells in the
brain, the responsible ones for feelings
[fear, hate, anger, even love] all these
feelings were gonna die inside “Frank”,
he won’t feel any of these feelings by time,
or his feelings would be unstable…
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“Crouch” knew about it form the
beginning, and he allowed the
compound to be used for “Frank”, which
was a shock to “Frank”, “Shaw” saw that
this was a mistake, because he saw that if
“Frank” was senseless, he would be
completely out of control, but no one
listened to him, so he had to do
something…

“Shaw” knew the secret behind
“Hylaria’s” illness years ago, by digging
behind “Frank” he knew that she was
his only true love...In 2012, “Ivy” wasn’t
working with the agency yet, but using
her relations, she knew about “Hylaria”
even before she meets her, as a try to
know the guy she was gonna work with,
after they became good friends, “Ivy” was
in secret contact with her daughter,
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“Rose”, and told her to help that girl by
any means necessary, “Rose” wasn’t late
and kept “Hylaria”-who lost her
memory in the final stages of her illness
and had a month or so to die-somehow
in the agency’s special hospital, they
could save her life, but on the account of
her memory, she lost her memory
completely, she couldn’t remember
anyone even her parents...One day,
“Hylaria” saw “Frank” in “Rose’s” files,
and noticed him in social media, she
asked “Rose” about him and “Rose” told
her about him, only then she
remembered “Frank” very well and
asked to see him as soon as possible,
“Rose” told “Ivy” what happened and
“Ivy” told her daughter not to get
involved saying “Don’t tell him
anything, I’ll handle this, you just
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prepare yourself and your apartment for
a special meeting” to “Rose”, she wasn’t
late and called “Frank” telling him that
there’s a new job for him and he must go
to “England”, he didn’t say no and
prepared himself to go…“Shaw” called
“Frank” form a private line “Hello Frank,
nice to call you again son, I got a surprise
for you, when you come, ask to see me”
“Frank” agreed...

When “Frank” reached there, “Paige”
welcomed him with their child, they
had some time together, although
“Paige” didn’t seem okay, but she told
“Frank” nothing, “Rose” arrived there
and told him that they must leave, they
went to her apartment in “London”,
“Floyd’s” apartment too, as her husband,
she told “Frank” to wait her and that
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she’ll buy some food, when she was out,
she went and rode a car, “Shaw” was in
it…

“Shaw’s” surprise for “Frank” was
“Hylaria”, who was called “Mystique”
that time, she appeared to “Frank”
somehow non traditional, she attacked
him and beat him badly, he wasn’t
ready and she was very tough and well
trained, at the end he was done and
started to become more violent, she took
her mask off, and said “Alright enough
Mark, it’s me Hylaria” when he saw her
he stopped and hugged her too tight with
tears in his eyes saying “Where have you
been all this time?”…They sat together
[Frank, Hylaria, Shaw, Rose & Ivy]
talking about what happened to
“Hylaria” and what they should
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do...“Shaw” said “I gotta say, I got some
doubts that the Dark Shadows will try to
hunt you down” to “Frank”, “Ivy”
confirmed “Shaw’s” words, “Hylaria”
was worried…She used to paint all her
body with blue color and her hair with
red as a way to hide her identity and for
another reason “Frank” knew later...
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{Pegasus}

“Zof” was kept in a special hospital
belonging to the agency, his health got
worse and became cripple and in a coma,
so his brother decided to pay him a
visit…

“Pegasus”, a devil with no mercy, he
was said to be “Zof’s” brother and a
member in the “Dark Shadows”, he
decided to pay his brother a visit and
prepared himself for payback, this time
his target wasn’t only “Frank”, it was the
whole crew who took “Zof”
down…“Pegasus” was a wanted man in
“Russia” and many other countries, he
wanted to make an entrance, so he
collected a team of special enhanced
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criminals from the gang, 7 men of the
most dangerous and well know
criminals in the world [Doomsday, Lana,
Panther, Blade, Leon, Abyss] most of
them were said to be dead or just
disappeared, they got united to take
down the well know team who took
down too many friends of theirs
including their mentor, that was the
obvious reason, but “Pegasus” cared only
for his brother and his vengeance, so he
attacked the hospital and killed the
agents and security there, besides to the
damage the “Shadows” caused to the
building, “Shaw” understood the
message from “Pegasus”, it was like
declaring a war…LOUDLY…
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“Dr. Frank” received a message, it was
about his son “Victor”, telling him that
“Frank” killed “Victor” in 2015, “Dr.
Frank” called “Frank” and told him to
meet him in the villa, “Frank” wasn’t
used to ask questions and agreed, there,
they had their conversation...“Dr. Frank”
said “How did he die?” to “Frank”, he
replied “What!! What are you talking
about?” “Dr. Frank” wasn’t calm, he
pulled “Frank” from his shirt and throw
him on a wooden table breaking it “Why
did you kill your brother last year?”
asked “Dr. Frank”, “Frank” replied
“Because he was gonna kill a friend of
mine” “Dr. Frank” asked about that
friend and who he was, “Frank” replied
“Ivy, he wanted to kill Ivy, I couldn’t let
him kill me and her” “Dr. Frank” yelled
“What made you think that he was
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gonna kill you?! You should have let
him kill her and all of them, maybe he
was gonna be with us now you stupid
kid” then “Dr. Frank” left with anger
and sadness on his face, “Frank” stayed
in the villa for couple of hours then he
called “Hylaria” and told her what
happened, she went to him there and
took him to the safe house...

“Frank” decided to work on finding
those who sent the info to “Dr. Frank”,
“Cain” hacked in “Dr. Frank’s” cell
phone and could knew the number the
message came from, it belonged to a
normal Egyptian man, “Floyd” &
“Deadshot” went to talk to that guy but
they were late, the guy was dead in his
apartment, with a one word on a wall
next to him, “Sentinels”, “Floyd”
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photographed the scene then both men
left...“Hylaria” saw that if “Frank” knew
that it got any relation with “Pegasus”,
he would be mad, so she wanted to make
it look like a rumour passing from a thug
to another till it reached one of “Dr.
Frank’s” men, and that the man was
scared of “Dr. Frank” so he sent it in a
message from an anomalous phone
number to avoid any trouble with the
boss, somehow “Floyd” was convinced
and got 2 thugs from the streets, after
some deals, they agreed to say what the
foreigners wanted them to say to “Frank”,
“Frank’s” mask was received by
“Hylaria” the same night, “Frank” put
his mask on and met the men, they said
what “Floyd” & “Hylaria” dealt with
them, “Frank” wasn’t a regular guy he
knew that those men were paid, he
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hugged “Hylaria” and whispered in her
ear “You thought I am that naive, didn’t
you?” she was shocked by his words,
then “Frank” pulled her pistol and shot
the men in the shock of everyone,
“Hylaria” was worried about “Frank”,
she thought that his mind will lead him
to his ending...

“Rose”, “Electrocutioner” & “Arrow”
traveled to “Egypt” with clearance from
“Crouch” for “Rose” & “Electrocutioner”
to join the “Sentinels” in “Egypt” after
they became sure somehow that
“Pegasus” and his crew were in “Egypt”,
besides to “Sonya’s” existence, the
“Sentinels” were a huge force...“Sonya”
was sent to “Egypt” to take “Jenny’s”
place in watching “Frank”, “Jenny” was
sent to “Brazil” by “Ivy”...They arrived
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with the suit because this time it was an
official business and straight orders to
“Frankenstein” to get “Pegasus” at all
costs, because of what happened in the
agency’s hospital...“Pegasus” allowed
them to know that he’s in “Egypt” to tell
them that even if they know where he
was, they can’t catch or kill him...

“Pegasus” knew that the “Sentinels”
were ready with their technology and
weapons, so he needed special weapons to
face them, as a newmentor, he decided to
add special weapons arsenal to his side,
so his men everywhere around the world
started to attack different camps and
military places containing modified
weapons in many countries around the
world, besides to robbing some banks,
after some investigations, the banks were
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discovered to be the ones belonging to the
“Community” families, looks like he
started a war against them, or maybe it
was a strike in a running war...

{The Grand Theft}

The “Shadows” started moving
according to their mentor’s orders, they
successfully robbed 14 banks belonging
to the “Community” families in 2 days
all over Europe, USA, Australia, Canada
& Brazil, besides to military camps for
special weapon development, no matter
belonging to which country on any
soil...One of the targeted camps was in
“China”, an American/Chinese
research labs and weapon development,
there were sensitive weapons in there,
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not 100% ready for deployment, but they
were prepared for testing, different from
normal weapons, lighter and easier to
use, with electricity charger instead of
ammo, it’s effect was damaging, one
round was powerful enough to blow
someone up and just transform him into
dust once he got hit with it, no matter
what was shot by that gun, a human,
animal, even something inanimate,
nothing stands in that weapon’s
way...The lab responsible of developing
and securing this weapon was
somewhere abandoned in “China”, the
Chinese & the Americans wanted to keep
this project a secret, but looks like it
wasn’t for a long time, the “Shadows”
men sneaked in and cut down all power
sources and somehow could hack and
disrupt the radio signals which was an
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upper hand for the “Shadows”, then
they attacked the place with an
organized plan, no one even saw them or
could shoot or arrest any of those thugs,
they took what they came for and left a
lot of dead and injuries behind, without
a trace...

This was the last of a streak of
operations and attacks on American
camps all over the world, the “NSA”
somehow knew about “Pegasus” and
after hours of digging they knew where
he was and sent someone special to take
him out, a guy who got orders to kill, not
to arrest...His name was “Richard J.
Silver” and got his own crew of super
soldiers, with their heavy weapons and
vehicles, mainly the “Gurkha LAPV”...
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“Silver” and his men were said to
meet “Frankenstein” and his crew, the
meeting wasn’t so smooth, “Silver”
wanted to know everything about
“Pegasus”, all the info about “Pegasus”
and his men, “Frank” didn’t like the
idea of working hard then giving
everything to someone else for free
“There’s nothing we have belonging to
you” said “Frank”, “Silver” replied “You
got orders to help us, you can’t just say
this”, “Frank” replied “Orders are to be
given to you and them, not to me and my
friends”, referring to “Silver” and his
men, “Silver” pulled his gun and shot a
bullet in “Frank’s” head from a short
distance, “Frank” was wearing his mask
so the bullet didn’t hurt “Frank”,
everyone pulled their pistols and
pointed them to each other, “Frank’s”
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friends and “Silver’s” men, “Silver” said
nothing but looked at “Frank” with
anger, “Frank” said “Are you finished
showing us how big is your gun? Get out
now” “Arrow” contained the situation
and told “Silver” to deal with him, with
“Frank’s” insisting on giving the
Americans nothing, “Arrow” gave
“Silver” the thugs files, and told “Silver”
that they’d be in touch...

The same night, the Americans
received another robbery report from a
camp in “Norway”, this time a prototype
nuclear head was stolen, that move put
everyone in a very tight corner, the
English & the Americans gave their men
in “Egypt” 48 hours to find and catch
“Pegasus” before a disaster happen…
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“Paige” could know where did
“Pegasus” camp, using her relations in
“Egypt”, he was camping in an
abandoned place in the Western Desert,
once “Paige” knew she sent his
coordinates to the “Sentinels”, “Frank”
didn’t waste any time and asked “Silver”
to prepare himself for a war...

“Frank” and his friends put a plan
while “Silver” and his men were on the
way, the place was like an old house, no
man lived in it for decades, inside the
house, there was a generator, a jeep, a
very special car, and something huge
covered...“Frank” put a plan and
“Silver” agreed to apply it, “Frank” got a
sniper, “Deadshot”, who took place
where the south and west side were in
his sight, the other sides were in another
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sniper’s sight, one of “Silver’s” men,
“Frank’s” crew were [Hylaria, Rose,
Floyd, Arrow, Deadshot, Sonya &
Electrocutioner] besides to “Frank”,
“Cain” followed them by satellites, but
he couldn’t know what was under the
huge cover, “Silver” got 7 more men
besides to himself, all of them were
perfect soldiers, the soldiers took their
positions around the place with night
vision goggles and special weapons,
“Frank” and his crew were planned to
attack the place and get inside, but
“Frank” thought it was a great risk, no
one knew if “Pegasus” had the weapons
stolen from the American camp in
“China” or not yet, so “Frank” scanned
the place for anything abnormal, in the
place, there was nothing weird in there
except that covered thing, but no strange
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weapons in the place, “Silver” thought
that they must make a move before
“Pegasus” and his men detect their
existence, “Frank” confirmed, the idea
was to crash the main door of the house,
and start an organized attack on every
man of them, slowly the group started
getting close to the place in cars first,
“Frank” & “Hylaria” were together in
the “Chevy”, “Floyd” was behind on his
motorcycle watching, “Arrow” & “Rose”
were together in a modified “Jeep”, 2
men on each side of the house got close
slowly on foot, with the cars in the front,
the other 3 sides of the building were
covered by 2 soldiers each, except the
west side was covered by “Sonya” &
“Electrocutioner”, they were moving
slowly with another “Jeep”, suddenly
“Pegasus” and his men started moving
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fast, they turned the generator on, then
“Pegasus” & “Lana” jumped in a special
car, the others uncovered the thing, it
was an 8x8 monster truck, “Doomsday”
drove it and the others jumped in the
back of the truck, then they started
driving to outside, crashing the door,
then sped out in front of everyone, but
that wasn’t all, the generator gave power
to special motion sensors connected to
heavy weapons, the soldiers broke the
sensors field so the weapons shot them,
“Sonya” & “Electrocutioner” were in the
armored “Jeep”, so they survived, the
other soldiers weren’t so lucky except one
of them, who got shot and made it
behind a rock, the snipers shot the
weapons and diffused them, “Frank” &
“Silver” drove behind “Pegasus” &
“Doomsday” before the shooting took
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place by 1 second, they didn’t have time
to stop, one of “Silver’s” men and his best
friend, was in another “Gurkha LAPV”
with the crew’s programmer, “Silver”
ordered him to get back to the others, he
did it, there were enough cars behind
“Pegasus”, “Silver” was alone in a
“Gurkha LAPV”, “Frank” & “Hylaria”
in the “Chevy”, “Arrow” & “Rose” in a
modified “Jeep”, and “Floyd” on his
motorcycle, [Sonya, Electrocutioner &
Deadshot] were ordered by “Arrow” to
help “Silver’s” soldiers, unknowing that
the soldiers were dead at once except for
1, at a special point the 2 cars split up,
the 8x8 truck took its way in the thick
sand, and “Pegasus” continued his way,
his car was too powerful to be crashed or
shot at, when “Doomsday” took his way
in the sand, “Frank” told “Silver” to
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keep going after “Pegasus” and “Frank”
went behind “Doomsday”, when
“Arrow” saw that, he ordered “Floyd” to
stick with “Silver”, and he went after
“Frank”, looked like “Doomsday”
wanted “Frank” alone, so when “Frank”
& “Arrow” surrounded him from both
sides, he crashed “Arrow’s” jeep strongly,
making him crash and stop, “Rose” and
“Arrow” were alright but they were
stopped, “Frank” became alone with this
8x8 truck, after some crashing,
“Doomsday” stopped the truck suddenly,
“Frank” passed him and drifted stopping
in front of “Doomsday’s” truck face to
face with “Frank’s” “Chevy”, “Hylaria”
tried to call for any help but it was
useless, “Frank” thought that crashing
“Doomsday” with the “Chevy” will stop
his truck giving “Sonya” some time to
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reach “Arrow” & “Rose” and come all
together as a huge force, but the trick was
in stopping “Doomsday”, “Frank” said to
“Hylaria” “Get ready to jump” she didn’t
understand saying “What jump?”
“Frank” didn’t reply, she yelled at him
“WHAT ARE YOU THINKING?? IF YOU
FACED HIM YOU’RE GONNA DIE”
“Frank” replied “That’s why I’m telling
you get ready to jump” she fastened her
seat belt and said “Then let us die
together”, “Doomsday” started moving
towards “Frank”, “Frank” in return sped
toward him yelling at “Hylaria” “JUMP
NOW” she didn’t jump but she jumped on
the steering wheel and changed the
“Chevy’s” direction away from the truck,
if she was 1 second late, they would have
crashed, “Doomsday” didn’t stop or slow
down, “Frank” & “Hylaria” crashed in a
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rock, but not too badly, once that happen,
“Hylaria” opened the car’s door and got
out, she was dizzy and vomited putting
her hand on the rock, suddenly the rock
moved, it was a sort of creature big in size
with long hands and legs, but it was slow
in motion with no face, when “Hylaria”
saw it she fall on the ground in fear
saying “Jesus Christ help me”, when
“Frank” noticed, he got out of the car and
jumped on the creature, hitting it with
full force and throw the shield to
“Hylaria” to protect herself with it, the
fight took seconds then the creature
pushed “Frank” away so easily and
disappeared in the dark and “Frank”
couldn’t see him not even using the night
vision, both of them were afraid,
“Frank” took “Hylaria” and left,
“Frank’s” “Chevy” was working but not
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perfect for a chase, [Sonya,
Electrocutioner & Deadshot] made it to
“Rose” & “Arrow” and took them in the
working jeep, after destroying the broken
one, “Silver” & “Floyd” were alone with
“Pegasus”, he was a good driver and
“Silver” was blinded with anger so he
lost his focus for a moment, “Pegasus”
could slow down and crash “Sliver’s” car
from behind strongly causing the car to
roll over, forcing “Floyd” to stop to help
him, leaving “Pegasus” to get away...It
was the first fight, but its damage was
massive...A similar civilian 8x8 truck
was reported stolen from a guy in “USA”,
it was a one of its kind...
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“Arrow” knew from some street thugs
that “Pegasus” was on a deal with an
important & a well known drug dealer
in a villa somewhere on the North-Coast
of “Egypt”, “Frank” thought that “Abyss”
could never be there with “Pegasus” in a
sensitive deal like that, only his men
and maybe some thugs, he was right,
“Rose” thought that attacking “Pegasus”
in a deal wasn’t only a hit to “Pegasus”,
but maybe a strike to all the drug
dealing business in “Egypt”, making
things harder on the “Sentinels”, but
“Frank” didn’t care “All of them know
who I am, if someone must be afraid, it’s
them not me, I FRANKENSTEIN”,
“Silver” traveled back to “USA” to bury
his dead friends, “Frank” thought it
might be a good thing in his advantage to
see what “Silver” was really made of...
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{Carnage #1}

“Pegasus” had a special deal about
some RPGs to be sold to some Arab men
somewhere in the Eastern Desert,
“Doomsday” & “Abyss” weren’t there,
only “Pegasus” and the rest of his known
men with others unknown to “Frank”,
who became known later, “Frank” took
everyone except “Deadshot” & “Cain”,
this time there were no tricks or secret
weapons, but the new guys were
dangerous too, “Frank” and the crew
started attacking using cars, this time
“Frank” thought that “Floyd’s”
motorcycle was useless in an operation
like that, so he drove a modified “jeep”
with “Rose” on his side and
“Electrocutioner” in the back, “Frank”
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was driving the “Chevy” with “Hylaria”
on his side, “Arrow” was driving the
“Dodge Ram” with “Sonya” on his
side...“Arrow” was in the front this time,
with his heavy front bumper, he could
destroy some cars used by the Arab men,
who were surprised by “Frank’s”
existence, the 3 cars surrounded
“Pegasus” and his men, besides to the
Arab men, and the shooting started, but
not for long, “Frank” could attract their
attention to him again, by shooting at
them without taking cover depending on
his suit, “Pegasus” and his men used
their special weapons and tricks, getting
rid of the Arab men by the “Sentinels”
wasn’t that hard, the real fight was with
“Pegasus” and his enhanced men, one of
them was killed when “Rose” throw her
hammer on him, another one was a
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hitman, with several hand guns and
pistols, with a small Samurai sword,
later he was known by the name of “The
Hitman”, he was the main reason how
“Pegasus” and the other men survived
with only 1 injury and 1 dead,
impressing “Frank”, his sword wasn’t
normal, it got a special charger, passing
electric current in the blade but the
handle had an insulator, “Frank’s” suit
was metal which was conducting
electricity, that hurt “Frank” a little
giving them the advantage to escape, but
they couldn’t take the weapons with
them, the “Sentinels” took the weapons
and left...This time “Pegasus” didn’t
have any idea that “Frank” might find
him, “Frank” went to the site where
“Silver” lost men and the first attack was,
he went there with “Rose”, “Hylaria” &
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“Arrow”, setting a crime scene with some
sensitive equipment, it was discovered
that there was nothing around the place
that can tell anyone inside that there
were outsiders, unless someone took a
look from the windows, but “Frank” was
sure that this didn’t happen they were
all inside, then how did they know that
the “Sentinels” & “Silver” were there,
unless someone from the outside called
them and told them what was going on,
but who could knew anything about this
job?! Who leaked the info to “Pegasus”?
Who betrayed “Frank”??...

“Rose” & “Hylaria” were working
together on a special case, since “Rose”
knew about the pyramid and what
happened to “Rorschach”, besides to the
artifacts and the golden mask, she
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decided to work on that case, and used
“Hylaria’s” help...Together they could
steal the Pharaoh’s golden scepter from
the “Louvre” museum in “Paris” 2
months ago, breaking it revealed a lot of
secrets and mysteries about the
anomalous warrior, inside the scepter,
there were 2 papyrus papers, one was a
map and the other was a detailed
description to the warrior’s character but
still no clear name for him except just a
description to his character by the
“Tornado of Rage”, “Hylaria” who was
very close to “Frank”, had a feeling that
the descriptions were fitting “Frank”
directly, “Rose” noticed the same thing
but they just didn’t believe, “Rose” read
her father’s book and was nearly sure
that this pharaoh was her father, “Victor
Frankenstein”...The papyrus that had
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the personal description about the
pharaoh wasn’t only containing these
information, but also a clearance to the
Egyptian King that time to “Do what’s
necessary” and that ‘what he was afraid
of was right’, as if it was a warning from
war, or danger, but no info about where
he was or what he was doing that time,
was he fighting or escaping? Or did he
lose a war? These where too sensitive
questions “Rose” had in her mind,
“Frank” already dropped the case and
almost forgot it, “Rose” told “Hylaria”
not to tell him anything until they find
something valuable, “Hylaria” didn’t
like the idea of lying to “Frank” again,
but she confirmed…
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On the map, there were some writing
“Rose” & “Hylaria” didn’t understand,
later they discovered that they were
descriptions to open a secret door to an
underground chamber, at the beginning
they ignored the writings and started to
take a close look on the map, it was a
sequence of stations, or stops, starting
from “Luxor” and ending in “Cairo”,
which was just a desert this time…After
they finished their investigations in the
place where “Silver’s” men were killed,
“Rose” asked “Hylaria” to take their shot
and try to follow the map in “Cairo”, the
result of this move was shocking to both
of them, the ending line was “Dr.
Frank’s” villa in “El-Tagmoa” district,
the villa where the “Isaac” family used
to keep their symbolic equipment and
memorable things in, the “Isaac”
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family’s museum, which was down one
level from ground surface...When “Rose”
& “Hylaria” knew about that, they left
and “Hylaria” started thinking seriously
about telling “Frank” everything, but
she was hesitated, so she asked a mutual
friend’s advice, the “Chemist”, who was
called “Lealta” later on, she got nothing
to tell “Hylaria” but when “Hylaria”
needed to talk, she used to talk to
“Lealta”, and soon both of them became
friends and got their own secrets...

“Rose” & “Hylaria” decided to think
about that trouble seriously and wisely,
“Lealta” didn’t know what to say to
“Hylaria” or to “Frank”, but “Hylaria”
told her to keep it all a secret from
“Frank”, temporary...
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“Frank” thought of an idea to know
who was betraying him-if there was
any-so he put a wicked plan to know
what he couldn’t know...The “Sentinels”
got a group on social media, “Frank”
used it and told everyone in the group
including [Arrow, Rose, Floyd, Hylaria,
Jenny, Sonya, Agent X (as Arrow’s fiance),
Ivy, Electrocutioner, Deadshot & Paige]
that he invited “Paige” and his son
“Victor” to “Egypt”, because he was too
busy in “Egypt” with his studies and
couldn’t travel much like he used to do,
“Rose” thought that this move was a big
mistake, so did “Hylaria”, but “Frank”
didn’t listen to them...3 days later,
“Paige” and her son were said to be on
the way to “Egypt”, “Paige” shared a
photo of herself on the group showing her
in a jet with the child, the “Sentinels”
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went to welcome her, “Frank” went there
with the suit, he was almost sure that
they would be attacked, “Hylaria” asked
him “Why did you invite her here if you
are so afraid?” he replied “I’m not afraid,
I set a trap and someone is gonna fall in
it” then he told her his plan and its
details, only “Cain” & “Ivy” knew about
the plan, “Ivy” knew because “Frank”
never doubted her so he told her, “Don’t
worry, we can trust Cain, he’s the best
man for this job, and will never betray
us” “Ivy” said to “Frank”, “Frank”
agreed...The plan was so simple, after the
post on social media, “Frank” told
“Cain” to start tracing the “Sentinels”
and hacking their calls, although they
couldn’t be hacked and their e-mails
were extremely hard to be hacked but
“Cain” did it, the target was to check if
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any calls or messages were dialed or sent
from or to any of the “Sentinels”
members about “Paige’s” arrival, or even
if someone could hack in their calls or
messages and even the group if it was
hacked, before they go to the airport,
“Frank” told “Sonya” to go to his home
and watch “Dr. Frank”, if he went out
she was ordered to follow him closely, he
doubted everyone...“Frank” & the
“Sentinels” arrived at the airport, “Ivy”
already sent “Paige” & little “Victor” in
a special jet to “Egypt”, “Frank” left
“Rose” with “Cain” in the hideout on
purpose, he wanted her to know from
“Cain” and not to tell her husband, it
happened and “Cain” told her
everything only when everyone arrived
at the airport, “Frank” said “Stay here
and stay alert, we’ll get attacked
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anytime” to the “Sentinels”, only
“Hylaria” went with him to the jet, to
welcome “Paige” & little “Victor” with
an armored “jeep”, they weren’t late, the
“jeep” came out and the crew followed
them, on the way, “Arrow” said
“Something is wrong with him” no one
replied for a while, “Floyd” was driving,
he said “I don’t know, he’s acting weird,
I never saw him like this”, the regular
car had them all [Floyd, Arrow,
Deadshot & Electrocutioner], the
armored one had [Frank, Hylaria, Paige
& little Victor]...They didn’t drive for too
long until they got ambushed by
“Doomsday” and the rest of the
“Shadows” men, but “Pegasus” wasn’t
with them...The “Shadows” attacked
with 2 “Land Cruiser” cars, and a truck
front part, one of the “Land Cruiser” cars
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attacked the regular “jeep” containing
[Arrow, Floyd, Deadshot &
Electrocutioner], “Doomsday” was
driving it with “Blade” on his side, the
other one was driven by “Panther” and
“Leon” was on his side, the truck was
driven by “Abyss”, “Frank” realized that
he can’t take the truck down with a
“jeep”, so he stopped the car suddenly,
forcing everyone to stop, screwing
“Doomsday’s” plan to crush them on the
run, after a minute of gun shooting, and
special knife throwing from “Blade” and
flying arrows from “Arrow”, “Abyss”
broke the negative fight and ran to attack
“Frank” directly, “Frank” screamed in
return and ran to face him in a very
strong collision, making everyone collide
in a hand-to-hand combat, “Leon” was
a good fighter and made “Floyd” look
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bad more than once, “Blade” & “Arrow”
had their special fight with knives,
“Panther” had “Deadshot” in a fight of
their own, but “Panther” was moving
and hitting too fast, “Hylaria” &
“Electrocutioner” were protecting the
“jeep” containing “Paige” & little
“Victor”, there were 2 more men joining
the “Shadows”, the “Hitman” & the
“Dragon”, but they weren’t with them in
their cars, “Hitman” was on a motorcycle,
but the “Dragon” was using a jetpack
and a flamethrower as a weapon,
“Hylaria” locked herself in the car
avoiding the “Dragon’s” flames,
“Hitman” hurt “Electrocutioner” with
the sword then found a way to open the
back door and shot “Paige” and the
child without looking at them, he was
smart enough not to open the door
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completely to prevent “Hylaria” from
shooting him, when that happened,
“Hitman” told his friends that the job
was accomplished and the target was
killed, then he left and the “Dragon”
flew away too, “Doomsday” told his men
to pull back, but “Abyss” was too hard to
control, after 8 minutes of fighting
“Panther” escaped, and the others made
it on the truck with “Abyss” and sped
away, “Arrow” told “Frank” to let them
go…The trick was here, “Paige” and the
child were fake statues, “Paige” didn’t
move from “England” to “Egypt” at all, it
was all a trick, the “Sentinels” took
“Electrocutioner” and left with anger
and shock…
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{Reality Check}

“Rose” was told by “Cain” everything,
she was upset, just like all of them, they
thought that “Frank” wasn’t trusting
them, but this trick revealed something
very important to “Frank” and to all of
them, “Cain” could find a message sent
from a source in “Brazil” to another
accepting in “Egypt”, the message made
them find a trail behind “Pegasus”,
“Cain” could know the source, it was
“Jenny”, she gave the “Shadows”
“Frank’s” moves, that was why they were
always one step above the
“Sentinels”…“Arrow” reported this to
“Ivy” and she wasn’t late, 11 hours later,
“Jenny” was in “London” captured and
interrogated by “Ivy” & “Crouch”,
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“Electrocutioner” was aided and healed
fast, the cut by the “Hitman” wasn’t
deep…

“Frank” decided to keep watching
“Pegasus” for a while, and screw his
business in “Egypt”, his
man-“Doomsday”-used to deal with an
Egyptian thug called “Ras Al Gul”, a
common criminal who used to have
deals with high class drug dealers in the
middle east, he was the link between the
‘Arab guys & the high class drug dealers’
and the “Shadows”, who chose him
carefully to be their eyes & ears in
“Egypt”…Days later, “Sentinels” started
hunting down the “Shadows” men and
finished up anyone who stop in their
way, no matter who they were, thugs,
dealers, whatever, and every time they
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do a job, they take the goods[1] with them,
and execute them, except the money,
they kept it all, which was very bad for
“Pegasus” and his gang’s reputation in
the under world…

“Pegasus” wasn’t that kind of people
who threaten his enemies, he saw that
this was for rookies so, somehow his men
knew where was “Agent X”, she was in
“Greece”, got attacked by 2 men looking
professional killers, she handled them
and traveled fast to “England”, where
she was discovered to be pregnant, “Ivy”
put her in a safe place belonging to the
agency, until she gave birth…“Frank”
asked to see “Jenny” in “England”, at
first “Ivy” wasn’t okay with that, but she
agreed later…
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The meeting happened, “Jenny”
didn’t know that she was gonna see
“Frank”, when she saw him, she was
afraid that he might hurt her, but he
didn’t put a hand on her, although he
wanted to…“Hylaria” wasn’t sure that
“Frank” could control himself for long,
so she traveled with him…The first thing
“Frank” said to “Jenny” was “Why did
you do this to me?” she replied the reply
of a regular woman “Because I loved you
somehow, and for a reason or another, I
felt jealous from them, Paige & Hylaria,
Ivy sent me away from you just for them,
because Hylaria wanted this and I
expected that you will say no, but
actually you liked the idea, because you
never loved me, you considered me just a
whore you made sex with and it’s over,
but no it was never over to me, I am
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pregnant with your CHILD, Mark” that
was a shock to “Frank”, “Ivy” confirmed
the info, “Frank” asked “Ivy” “Why
didn’t you tell me?” she replied “Because
I didn’t want to confuse you now, you’re
too busy”…Later “Jenny” was sent to a
highly secured hospital belonging to the
agency, it wasn’t the same hospital “Zof”
was in…The “Sentinels” were working on
a special project, a sniper rifle with very
automated bullets, the bullets were made
to follow the target wherever it was, even
behind a wall, using a night vision
sniper telescope with optimal resolution
for better accuracy and an expanded
range with a GPS that can locate any
target and shoot it, it was titled
“EXACTO”[2], the bullet would find its
target and once it hit, it takes 2 seconds
and blow off inside the target’s body or
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head, making sure that the target was
down and dead, the weapon was made to
be used by “Deadshot”…

“Frank” went to see “Crouch”,
according to his will, “Silver” was with
“Crouch”, he was mad and upset because
of his dead men, blaming “Frank” and
his crew, “Hylaria” didn’t attend this
meeting, it was only the 3 of them [Frank,
Crouch & Silver], “You didn’t scan the
area well, if you did, you could have
detected the weapons or the sensors” said
“Silver” “Frank” replied “I told you to let
your men move in with the armored cars
just in case, you took it as if I am giving
you orders, YOUR ego killed your men
Silver not me” “Oh yeah of course, you
gotta say that, you’re such a useless thug”
said “Silver”, these words made “Frank”
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angry, he pulled “Silver” from his vest
and throw him breaking the room’s door
and getting out, “Frank” was wearing the
metal suit, no one took a step towards
“Frank”, everyone was afraid, even
“Hylaria”, “Ivy” was out and just came
from outside, seeing this made her rush
towards “Frank”, he intended to punch
“Silver” in the face, which could have
killed him, “Ivy” was strong enough to
catch “Frank’s” hand before committing
a crime that might cause a Third World
War, “Silver” stood up saying “Who the
hell you think you are? You are useless,
even with all this power and strength,
you can’t touch me, kid” “Ivy’s” back was
to “Silver”, she turned and looked at
him and said “Maybe you’re right, but
these words are effective and terrifying
in USA and any other country, but here,
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this is not USA or any other country,
THIS IS THE UNITED KINGDOM” when
she said that, everyone in the place
raised their guns at “Silver”, telling him
that in “UK” he’s just a foreigner like
anyone visiting the “UK” for any reason,
and that being American won’t change
his status as a foreigner who must respect
“Great Britain”…

“Pegasus” traveled to “Russia”
leaving his man “Doomsday” to manage
everything in “Egypt”…Some thugs
“Arrow” knew told him that
“Doomsday” was gonna see “Ras Al Gul”
somewhere in a hood around “Cairo”
city, with the “Shadows” crew, “Frank”
thought it was gonna be huge to screw his
business with the Egyptian thug, and a
try to catch that thug was gonna be bad
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for “Doomsday”, that thug knew a lot of
secrets, but that time “Frank” got a
serious problem…

{The Twin Frankenstein}

On June 12th 2016, “Frank” showed
up in the hideout, with no past call,
“Frank” was chatting with “Lealta” and
told her that he was gonna sleep, he
never lied to her, by chance, “Hylaria”
was chatting with “Lealta” in the same
time, “Hylaria” told her that “Frank”
was there with them, “Lealta” didn’t
reply, “Hylaria” didn’t need much time
to realize that “Frank” who was with
them wasn’t “Frank” who they know,
“Hylaria” told “Rose” and she confirmed
that he was strange, “Rose” notified
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“Floyd”, he didn’t notice or understand,
but he went to talk to him, “Frank” was
not friendly-later they knew that he got
no orders to talk just to kill them all-he
hit “Floyd” & “Rose”, then tried to escape
when the others gathered around him,
“Arrow” gave him space to run and shot
him with an electric arrow, taking the
fake “Frank” down, who was called later
“The Twin”…

“The Twin”, a typical clone of
“Frank’s” look and body, the theory was
that using a sample of “Frank’s” DNA, a
newly dead body, electrical spark plugs,
about 80 microchips with memories and
info about “Frank” all planted in the
brain, electricity comes to them using the
electrical spark plugs which were
planted in his heart, to keep all this
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cycle alive with no decay the “Green
Goo” compound was used, it was
successfully working because that body
was a closed loop, he wasn’t breathing or
eating or drinking, logically he didn’t
need to urinate or sweat or exhale CO2,
nothing in or out, that’s how he could
keep awake with no need to rest or sleep,
never had to eat, and-of course-never
wounded or hurt, his skin rebuild itself
quite fast, like in seconds, no hair in his
whole body except the head, which was
planted to make him look like “Frank”,
his bone structure wasn’t bones, because
the compound couldn’t heal the bone
cells, so it was replaced with Titanium
isolated with a special insulator to
prevent poisoning-although it was
impossible-but looked to be a precaution
technique…The chips didn’t only
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contain info about “Frank”, but also
some info about his friends and family,
and some fighting techniques using
nearly all kinds of weapons and knives
besides to some hand-to-hand
moves…Somehow the “Sentinels” never
knew, the “Twin” woke up, and
managed a way to put the broken part of
his Titanium skull, and within seconds
his brain healed as if it was never
damaged, because before he woke up,
“Rose” cut his head and took a look at
his brain, taking 10 or 15 chips out of it,
for the good luck, some of those chips had
the orders given to the “Twin” to kill all
members of the “Sentinels”, without it,
he got completely lost, unknowing why
did he exist…At “Salah Al Din’s” castle,
somewhere close to it, the “Twin” was
witnessed after killing a whore who
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realized what he was, when she tried to
escape, he broke her neck, that was the
point when “Frank” decided to hunt the
“Twin” down, at all costs…

“Silver” asked to handle “Pegasus” on
his own with his men, “Crouch” agreed,
and ordered “Ivy” to pull her men back,
“Frank” didn’t like that, but he
considered it a break until he decides
what he was gonna do with that human
clone of himself…

That night, when they went to attack
“Doomsday” & “Ras Al Gul” in that
hood, it was the last job the “Sentinels”
had to do against the
“Shadows”…“Sentinels” broke in by
force, it was only [Frank, Floyd, Arrow &
Deadshot], “Doomsday” got “Panther” &
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“Leon” with him, “Ras Al Gul” got his
street thugs who got shocked with how
“Frank” looked like and soon when they
started to die one after the other,
everyone started to run in the narrow
streets of the hood, “Frank” chased “Ras
Al Gul”, “Arrow” decided to chase
“Doomsday”, “Floyd” got issues with
“Leon”, and “Deadshot” got personal
problems with “Panther”, suddenly
someone appeared out of nowhere and
hit “Frank” while he was running after
“Ras Al Gul”, the hit was very strong,
that took “Frank” off balance, it was the
“Twin”, he stopped and looked at
“Frank” then ran in another direction,
“Frank” reported that to the others “My
clone is here, I’ll follow him” “Arrow”
replied “Negative, stay on Ras Al Gul,
the Twin is not our mark now, you
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shouldn’t engage with him without our
presents” “Frank” didn’t reply and
followed the “Twin”, who killed
everyone standing in his way, he was so
fast and too powerful, by chance, “Ras Al
Gul” fall in his way, the “Twin” just
punched “Ras Al Gul’s” in the face,
taking his head off his body, then went
through a wall and jumped on a lower
level roof, “Frank” reported what
happened and kept going after the
“Twin”, “Arrow” lost “Doomsday”, and
“Deadshot” lost “Panther”, but “Floyd”
shot “Leon” in his leg stopping him, but
the street thugs shot at “Floyd” giving
“Leon” the chance to escape, all of them
used “Victor’s” old tricks to escape like
flash bombs, or black smoke bombs, or
fireworks, and they disappeared…The
“Twin” stopped and turned to “Frank”,
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“Frank” stopped and after a while of
silence, both of them attacked each other
in a brawl, the “Twin” was strong
enough to stand toe to toe with “Frank”,
the fight didn’t last for long because the
thugs in the hood started shooting at
both men, making “Frank” shoot the
thugs, and the “Twin” escaped, but
before he ran away, “Frank” through a
tracker on the “Twin”, it hanged in his
clothes, “Arrow” ordered everyone to
pull back and get out the place, they
made their way out difficultly and
returned back to the hideout…

“Frank” thought of watching the
“Twin’s” moves, maybe they would know
any info about who created him, but it
was in vain…
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{The Chimney}

“Cain” kept watching the “Twin”, till
he was detected in “Al Mahala”,
something wrong happened there, a fight
happened in a cafe with him, some
weeded drivers fought with him, it was a
serious mistake, all of them got
killed…“Arrow” thought it was the time
to kill him, but “Frank” had another
opinion, he thought that this thing was a
perfect weapon and a probable replace
for himself, “Rose” & “Hylaria” didn’t
like these words from “Frank”, “Floyd”
was astonished by “Frank’s” opinion,
but they agreed to the idea of catching
him but the trouble was, How??,
“Electrocutioner” thought of an idea, it
was dangerous to “Frank’s” health, but it
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was almost a necessity, “Frank” was the
only one who got engaged with the
“Twin” and the only one who could,
“Electrocutioner’s” idea was when the
engagement happen between both
fighters, one of the “Sentinels” members
would shoot both fighters with a
prototype weapon, used to be called “The
Thunder”, it’s job was to shoot a pulse of
an electromagnetic wave it was thought
that this wave was gonna make the
“Twin” lose his consciousness, but it was
gonna hit “Frank” with an electric shock,
it might hurt him, but it was a risk
“Frank” had to take…The gun was ready,
and the wave was strong enough to shut
the “Twin’s” systems down…The crew
moved to “Al Mahala”, they found him
but he saw them, so the chase started,
“Frank” said “Wait till we engage, DO
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NOT fire in the existence of civilians, we
don’t want any civilian casualties” to
“Deadshot”, he was the one who was
gonna fire the gun, “Deadshot”
confirmed…The “Twin” was very weird,
he passed by a textile factory, the town
was famous with textile factories,
“Frank” thought that he was gonna run
in the place so he ordered the crew to
surround the place and lock it down,
“Deadshot” got in with “Frank”, the
“Twin” shocked both men with a very
strange move, he climbed a giant
chimney, he could be seen clearly
climbing it fast although it was wide
and high, “Frank” told “Deadshot” to
find a good position for shooting, then he
used his grapnel gun to follow the
“Twin”, it wasn’t long enough to the top
of the chimney, so “Frank” took the
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height on 2 times[3], the “Twin” was
waiting for him on top, once “Frank”
made it there, the “Twin” asked “Frank”
“Why do we exist? We should have died
since the death of the Demon[4]” “Frank”
replied “People like me exist to be
champions and legends, things like you
exist to DIE”, “Deadshot” couldn’t find
any place high enough like that
chimney except the other chimney next
to it, but he had to climb it from the
inside, this could never happen except
by stopping the factory’s machines,
“Arrow” & the others managed that and
“Deadshot” made it up, all that time
both fighters had a savage fight, all the
time, the “Twin” was screaming to
“Frank” to kill him every chance he had,
but “Frank” wanted him alive…The
chimney emitted fire and heat suddenly,
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the “Twin” jumped in the chimney’s
hole saying “People like us don’t have a
place in this world” “Frank” jumped
after him, “Deadshot” reported that to
the others, “Rose” screamed “NO, FRANK
RESPOND”, 2 or 3 seconds later “Frank”
appeared on top of the chimney with the
“Twin”, he wasn’t struggling with
“Frank”, when both of them made it on
the chimney’s edge, “Frank” said “What
were you thinking of when you jumped?
I never thought of killing myself, no
matter what” to the “Twin”, he stood up
and replied “You’re lying to yourself
Frankenstein, who’s in our place
wouldn’t think of suicide?! I am a hell of
a disappointing to my family and
friends” “Arrow” ordered “Deadshot” to
shoot them with the pulse weapon
“Enough, Deadshot, you got clearance to
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shoot whenever you got a clear shot”,
“Deadshot” replied “Copy that” then he
shot them, it worked, the “Twin’s”
systems went down at once, “Frank”
couldn’t take the pressure and lost
conscious, the others took both men and
left fast…

On the other side, “Silver” started
hunting “Pegasus” in “Russia”, and
could know some info about “Pegasus”,
info “Frank” needed to know…In
“Serov”-“Russia”, “Silver’s” guys caught
one of the “Shadows” men who was going
to “Serov”, after torture he told “Sliver”
and his men that the gang were
preparing themselves to transport the
weapons stolen from the American base
in “China”, from “Serov” to “Oufa”, the
convoy was followed by some jeeps and
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an 8x8 war truck, “Silver” called some
officials in “Russia” and his officials in
“USA”, who gave him straight orders to
do anything and everything to retain the
weapons, the Russians agreed to help by
setting an ambush to stop that convoy,
that was a bad idea…The Russians sent
some army soldiers with “Silver”, besides
to his own crew, 5 guys of this Russian
strike team were brothers, they were
famous and used to be called “The
Dmitry Brothers”…
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{Carnage #2}

“Silver” was ready with his men in 2
“Hummer” American army cars, the
Russians were ready with their own cars,
besides to some cops…Once the motorcade
noticed the ambush, they let the 8x8
truck to get to the front, “Silver” knew
that they won’t stop, so he ordered his
men to open fire on them, the truck was
indestructible, it crushed the ambush
and broke the cars down, clearing the
way to the other jeeps to pass, “Silver”
and his men got in their cars and the
“Dmitry” brothers followed them all,
after some shooting and car crashing,
“Silver” and his friends broke down 4
jeep cars, when the package truck started
to take fire, the 8x8 truck slowed down
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and started destroying some government
cars, then suddenly, the package truck’s
back was opened and 3 men wearing
black skull masks started shooting at the
government cars using the dangerous
weapons stolen from “China”, its effect
was massive, when the rounds started to
hit the cars, they started to turn into
ashes in 1 second after the rounds hit the
cars, giving no chance to the passengers to
jump off the cars, 3 cars were hit and
completely turned into ashes with no
burning trace or anything left for
evidence or even dead bodies, that move
made the police cars and 2 Russian
army cars to break their officials orders
and stop, one of the American cars got hit
by the 8x8 truck and crashed, “Silver”
and his personal friend and team
partner on his side, and another
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Russian car belonging to the “Dmitry”
brothers were still on the chase, they
contacted “Silver” telling him “Another
day Lieutenant, we have to pull back”
“Silver” confirmed with anger and the
“Shadows” men escaped…

“Silver” could know some precious
info about “Pegasus” and his character,
his business in “Russia” and all
“Europe”, his business partners and that
he was one of the most important
financiers for the “Shadows” business,
“Silver” knew all this from the men he
could arrest in the chase and after some
digging behind him…These info were
VERY precious for “Silver”, and later for
“Frank” too…
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“Silver” lost 1 more man, and 2
serious injuries, the next day, “Silver”
decided to call the British, but for
“Silver’s” bad luck, the “MI6” refused
sending any man to “Russia”, because of
some troubles between both agencies[5],
“Silver” felt that the Russians were not so
helpful, specially after what “Silver”
knew about “Pegasus” and that some
officials and Generals were in
continuous contact with him, “USA”
wasn’t gonna risk sending more men
illegally to get caught or killed, either by
the “Shadows” or the Russians, so they
ordered him to get back to “Washington
DC” as soon as possible, “Silver” had no
choice but to call a man he never liked to
work with, “Johnathan Shaw”…
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“Shaw” was astonished by that
secret-private-secured call from “Silver”,
“Silver” started “I need your men, I got no
backup here, Pegasus must be stopped,
you know that”, “Shaw” replied “What
can I do? The Kingdom refused, and I am
not in service…” “Silver” cut his talk
saying “I know that you are not in service
anymore, and I’m not asking for
anything official, I’ll say it another way,
I need your GUY, General”, “Shaw”
understood who he was talking about, he
was talking about “Frankenstein”,
“Shaw” agreed and didn’t waste any
time, he called “Ivy” and told her
everything, she saw that it was dangerous
to break the orders, but this time it was
necessary…
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“Ivy” called “Arrow” and gave him
orders to prepare himself and the others
because they were going on a highly
classified operation in
“Moscow”…“Frank” was called secretly
by “Ivy” and was told what’s up,
knowing the reason made “Frank” think
that he was going for a suicide mission in
“Russia”, because he wasn’t allowed to
use the Iron Legion suit in “Russia”, or
in any unofficial job, besides to the fact
that he was going to “Pegasus” in his
home was gonna be extremely difficult
and dangerous, so he decided to leave
“Rose”, “Hylaria” & “Cain” in “Egypt”,
and take everyone else with him…That
time, “Frank” knew that “Hylaria” was
pregnant, that’s why he left “Rose” with
her, “Hylaria” wasn’t gonna accept the
idea of “Frank’s” death, this time he
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HAD to be careful…Days later, “Frank” &
“Lealta” got a very serious problem
between each other, this time it was the
end of the line for real, despite
“Hylaria’s” efforts, but it was completely
DONE, “Frank” got touched in the
beginning, but soon he got used to it, he
had to…

“Frank” and his crew traveled with
their off-road cars and a 1965
“Corvette” muscle car, modified and
prepared for street car-fights, 2 Jeeps, a
“Dodge Ram”, and the “Chevy”…The
“Corvette” was meant to be driven by the
“Twin”…“Frank” was almost sure that he
won’t make it there, his last words with
“Hylaria” were too emotional…
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{Chen Han}

“Ivy” saw that it was the first time for
the “Sentinels” to work undercover in a
dangerous country like “Russia”, so she
called someone she trusted from “China”
to meet and welcome the “Sentinels”, a
secret undercover agent, just like “Agent
X”, her name was “Chen Han”…

“Chen” welcomed the “Sentinels”
according to “Ivy’s” recommendation, the
crew became [Frank, Floyd, Arrow,
Silver, Electrocutioner, Sonya, Chen,
Twin & Deadshot] a special crew to do a
very special mission…“Silver” talked to
the “Dmitry” brothers, the “Sentinels”
were gonna need some help from the
inside no doubt, they agreed to help,
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specially after they saw what that
weapon did and could do…

“Frank” saw that he must announce
that the war was transported from
“Egypt” to “Russia”, by some attacks on
the “Shadows” business in “Russia”, the
war started for real, the “Sentinels”
attempted several attacks on the
“Shadows”, they weren’t all successful,
but it was enough to screw their business
with many gangs and mobs, specially the
“Russian Mafia” & the “Chinese Triad”,
that was enough to declare war on the
“Shadows”…After the “Sentinels” attacks,
“Doomsday” was ordered to get back to
“Russia” with his crew…When the
“Sentinels” knew that info, they knew
that it was time for a serious war…
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“Silver” talked to “Frank” “What
forced you to become Frankenstein? You
could have been a normal guy, live a
normal life” “Frank” replied “I never
had a choice, my grandpa created the
theory of Frankenstein, we inherited
that Dark legacy among the years, now I
can’t get out of it” “Silver” didn’t reply
for a while then said “Whatever your
past is, it’s for you, what will happen the
next few days, is for the whole world,
remember that kid”…

On August 22nd 2016, the “CIA” had
an info that the American Interpol in
“Moscow” was gonna be attacked to
release one of the “Shadows” thugs who
got arrested and was said that he got some
serious info about the “Shadows”, the
“CIA” reported that info to the Russians,
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but they didn’t know when the attack
was gonna happen…“Silver” was told
and ordered to keep his head up for
anything at any moment…

“Sonya” knew which casino
“Pegasus” used to run, according to
“Frank’s” demand, she didn’t know why
did he ask and got some doubts about it,
but he was planning for something BIG
for real…Early the next day, “Frank”
asked to see the whole crew in a meeting,
it happened, “Frank” started “Sentinels,
today I got a serious thing to say, I got an
idea, crazy I know, but it is the only way
to hit the Shadows and its finances…”
“Silver” interrupted him saying “Cut it
downman, what do you have?!” “Frank”
said “We gotta go jack the Shadows casino,
and threaten the others who we know
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nothing about, and who stands in our
way will pay” that was a shock to all of
them, they didn’t expect that “Frank”
would think like that, “Floyd” refused at
the beginning, so did “Arrow” & “Sonya”,
but after some pressure, “Floyd” &
“Arrow” agreed, but “Sonya” didn’t,
“Silver” didn’t argue with anyone, he
just kept his silence for a while, then
said “I am in”, “Frank” didn’t expect
that “Silver” was gonna agree,
“Electrocutioner” was afraid but he
agreed, “Deadshot” got no problem to do
any dirty job with “Frank”, “Chen”
didn’t refuse, she said “If this is the only
thing to be done, then I’m down with
it”…
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“Pegasus” had a meeting with some
triads, mafia men, and the most
important drug dealers in “Russia”, that
was the known thing to all of them, the
meeting happened but “Pegasus” wasn’t
heading the meeting as usual, it was
someone else, the “Boss”, someone
wearing a black skull mask with a black
leather coat and a voice changer, this
meeting was different than any usual
one before it, the “Boss” didn’t waste time
in welcoming any of them, he said “We
got a serious trouble, Frankenstein is in
Russia, as you know, and as far as I can
see, we did nothing to stop him from
damaging our business or involving the
SVR & the FSB in our big weapon and
drug deals” one of the triads asked “What
do you suggest?” the “Boss” replied
“Simply, we kill the British Monster,
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Frankenstein” they laughed, no one of
the participants was allowed to attend
the meeting with a gun or with any
security, that’s why it looked weird to all
of them, only 2 businessmen and well
known weapon and drug dealers who
didn’t laugh with the other, the “Boss”
didn’t like their laughing for real, he
just waved with his hands from
downwards to upwards, black smoke
appeared in the place, just behind their
backs, they were the “Shadows” assassins,
they killed them ALL except those 2
dealers, just because they took his words
seriously, one was named “Vladimir”
and the other was named
“Romanov”…That guy “Romanov” used
to have a family and a little boy of about
8 years old, which could be a weak spot,
“Frank” thought of hitting him though
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this kid, but “Hylaria” convinced him
not to hurt the kid and just threaten
“Romanov”, it worked later…The
“Shadows” faked too many documents
and contracts making themselves the
owners of too many things and places all
over “Russia”, besides to hacking some
bank accounts, all belonging to the guys
and dealers who died in the meeting, as
fast as possible, before anyone notice
their death, in hours, the “Shadows” got
billions and billions of Dollars,
temporary they had to cover their tracks
away from the banks and government
chase, so they withdraw all the cash
from the banks and kept it in one place,
with maximum security, that place was
the casino owned by “Pegasus”…
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{Carnage #3}

The plan was to launch an attack on
the 3 businessmen in the same time, first,
a threatening message was gonna be sent
to “Romanov” and his wife concerning
their child, in the same time,
“Vladimir” was gonna be shot by
“Deadshot” using the new “EXACTO”
rifle with its automated bullets,
“Vladimir” used to run a tourism office
and a night club, the club was where he
and other drug dealers or the “Shadows”
used to meet, he used to finish his work
in the office at 9:00 p.m. and go directly
to the club at 9:30 p.m., “Deadshot” had
to shoot him while he was getting out of
the company’s outdoor, although the
high security around “Vladimir”, but
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“Deadshot” was one of the best snipers in
the world, a sharp shooter, when that
happen, the “Sentinels” part starts…

The big job was hitting the casino, the
“Shadows” used to move the money from
the casino to their banks all over
“Moscow” from a back gate door using a
security van and security cars…“Frank’s”
plan started with “Silver’s” “Gurkha
LAPV” car crashing that gate door and
getting in, then 2 cars will follow
“Silver” in, these cars were gonna take
the safe away from the casino, there was
no time to get in and take the money from
inside, they got only 3 minutes
maximum before the “Shadow’s” men
arrive…2 police cars were stolen by the
“Dmitry” brothers, they were gonna be
needed during the police engagement,
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the other 2 jeeps and the “Corvette”
belonging to the “Sentinels” were gonna
deal with the “Shadows” cars if they got
involved, whatever was gonna happen
next, was gonna be improvised till they
make it to the airport…

The operation was delayed for 24
hours, because “Sonya” refused being a
part of robbery, “Frank” didn’t waste
much time, he called “Rose” and told
her to prepare herself and travel to
“Moscow”, “Sonya” was ordered to take
“Rose’s” place in “Egypt”, just in case
anything happened there…“Silver” used
this time and asked his men in “USA” to
send him a special thing from there, one
of his men arrived with it “Hank[6] fixed
some things in it first, you didn’t use it
for almost a decade or more, why do you
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need it now?” said “Jerry”, “I know that
I didn’t use it for a long time Jerry, but I
have a feeling that I’ll need it that night,
I want you to go and secure the Interpol”
said “Silver”, “Jerry” was astonished
“Don’t need me with you?!” “Silver”
replied “They will attack the Interpol
once we hit the casino, to disturb us and
force us to go and stop the attack, once it
happen, contact me” “Jerry” confirmed…

“Rose” arrived and the task
distribution started, “Frank” was alone
in the “Chevy”, “Floyd” was alone in the
“Ram”, the “Twin” was gonna drive the
“Corvette”, “Rose” & “Arrow” were gonna
drive the other 2 jeeps, “Arrow” was
gonna wait for “Deadshot” and once he
finishes “Vladimir”, both of them were
gonna be in one jeep, the “Dmitry”
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brothers were gonna use the cop wheels,
“Chen” and some of her friends were
ready and waiting for them at the
airport with a Chinese cargo plane,
when it’s done, that plane was gonna be
on its way to “England”, “Ivy” was gonna
welcome the cargo on the other side…

In the same time, could be a
coincidence, or maybe they noticed the
American arrangements at the Interpol,
the “Shadows” attacked the Interpol
professionally without attracting the
cops attention, even the American
defences didn’t stop them, but “Jerry”
found a way to send “Silver” a special
code on the radio without talking telling
“Silver” that they were attacked and the
“Shadows” were in control, when
“Silver” understood the code he said
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“Hey, the Interpol headquarters is under
attack, we gotta get them first” after a
while “Frank” said “Alright, I got your
back, Rose get to the Interpol with us,
Deadshot shoot Vladimir once you see
him then join the others with Arrow,
everyone else STAND DOWN” “Floyd”
didn’t like the idea of wasting time,
especially after sniping “Vladimir”, but
he didn’t reply, the “Dmitry” brothers
reported what “Silver” said to the police
force…

“Silver”, “Frank” & “Rose” drove to
the American Interpol, cops arrived
there first, then the “Sentinels” arrived,
when they made it there, the police were
hit too badly and many officers died,
“Electrocutioner” hacked in the traffic
cameras and saw the “Shadows” cars
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which was chased by cops, he told the
“Sentinels” their location and the
“Sentinels” weren’t late, once the chase
started between the “Sentinels” & the
“Shadows”, “Frank” saw the car driven
by “Doomsday”, it was very weird and its
engine was very strong but its form got
ramps on the front and the back, which
means that if anyone tried to crash it
from behind, the assailant car will jump
off the “Ramp” car with a probability of
90% rolling over, the front ramp made it
hit any car in front of it and just making
it fly in the air, clearing the way for
himself, any ambush was crashed by
that car made the police cars roll over
opening the way for 2 more “Land
Rover” cars…Noticing that car by
“Frank” made him astonished at the
beginning until he saw the first cop car
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flying in the air towards his car,
“Frank” was a good driver and the flying
car missed him, he had to warn the
others “Do not engage with Doomsday,
his car will take us down” “Rose” &
“Silver” confirmed, when “Doomsday”
noticed “Frank” behind him, he stopped
suddenly, “Frank” missed him but 2
police cars hit his back ramp and
jumped in the air, one missed by
“Silver” the other was crashed by his
“Gurkha LPVA” but it didn’t stop him,
when “Frank” noticed that the cops can’t
help he said “Anton[7] stop the police
from chasing them, pull them back,
THEY WILL DIE” to “Anton”, he called
the officers and told them to leave the
“Shadows” & the “Sentinels”, that wasn’t
accepted in the beginning but these were
direct orders to be obeyed…
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The “Twin” appeared with the
“Corvette” chasing the “Shadows” with
[Frank, Silver & Rose], “Frank” asked
him “What are you doing here? You
should be in your position” the “Twin”
replied “I chased them when I saw them
and you weren’t behind them! Where
have you been?” that was weird, later,
another “Ramp” car appeared behind
them, there were 2 ramp cars in the game,
the second one was driven by “Lana”,
she passed by the “Twin” but she didn’t
see him, when he noticed that she wasn’t
chased by “Frank” and the others he
chased her, “Doomsday” called for help,
she was that help, not only
her…“Vladimir” showed up and
“Deadshot” took him down, once that
happened, “Deadshot” reported that to
the others, “Arrow” told him to hurry
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and both men decided to join the team…

At a wide crossroads, the “Shadows”
cars split up in all directions, “Silver”
noticed where did “Doomsday” go “I got
eyes on Doomsday, he took the far left
street, Frank make that left” “Frank”
confirmed, “Rose” drove behind one of
the “Land Rover”, the other one was
chased by the “Twin”, “Lana” chased
the “Twin” which was a clear sign that
whoever the “Shadows” got out of the
Interpol headquarters was in that “Land
Rover”, not in the one chased by
“Rose”…But it wasn’t a useless car or easy
to be stopped, the back glass was broken,
then a guy with a black skull mask
pointed one of the dangerous American
weapons, when “Rose” saw it, she
changed her direction and left them,
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wise move, if the shooter got her, she
would have blown up, and if the shooter
missed her, someone else was gonna be
blown up, probably an innocent
civilian, she had to let them go…

On the other side, the second “Land
Rover” was followed by the “Twin”, and
“Lana” was following him, but the
“Twin” didn’t give her a good chance to
hit him from behind, but it was
confusing, because the “Land Rover”
back passengers were shooting at him, on
the road there was a bus parking next to
a sidewalk, the “Twin” noticed it,
“Lana” didn’t, because her car was lower
than the “Twin’s”, so he drove fast
towards the bus and “Lana” positioned
herself behind him as she was trying,
then suddenly he moved away from the
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bus, “Lana” got shocked and didn’t have
time to move away like him and crashed,
the crash killed her at once, then he
continued chasing the other “Land
Rover”…

“Frank” & “Silver” kept chasing
“Doomsday” for minutes, then crashed a
taxi, the car flew in the air and fall on
another civilian car, there was a mother
and a little girl in it, “Frank” noticed
that and stopped to help them, “Silver”
didn’t stop saying “What are you
doing?!” “Frank” replied “There’s a little
girl inside, I gotta save her and her
mother” “Silver” yelled “THE LOCAL
POLICE WILL SAVE THEM, LEAVE THEM
NOW AND FOLLOW US NOW”, “Frank”
didn’t listen to him, “Rose” &
“Electrocutioner” heard that, she told
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“Electrocutioner” to send her “Frank’s”
location, he did it and he wasn’t far
away from her location, “Frank” could
get the mother out, the taxi driver died,
but the girl was in a difficult position,
“Frank” wasn’t strong enough to lift the
taxi, the suit he was wearing wasn’t
giving him enough strength, although he
tried, “Rose” made it to him, she said
“Go follow Silver, he’ll need you, I’ll
help them” to “Frank”, he didn’t
understand how but he rode his car and
hurried, when he looked in the mirror
to look at what’s behind, he saw “Rose”
lifting the taxi car off the civilian car,
giving space for the mother to pull her
child away, “Frank” was impressed and
shocked by that strength, but he kept his
focus and followed the coordinates
“Electrocutioner” sent him,
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“Doomsday’s” coordinates, because he
made “Silver” crash, but his “Gurkha”
didn’t roll over, it wasn’t more than 3 or
4 minutes till “Doomsday” disappeared,
“Frank” didn’t make it, and “Silver”
couldn’t find him again…The “Twin”
stopped the “Land Rover” and caught the
guy who was taken by the “Shadows”
from the American Interpol, after killing
whoever was with him in the car,
“Twin” took him in the “Corvette” and
took him back to the Interpol
headquarters…
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{Carnage #4}

“Floyd” & “Arrow” saw that they
should cancel the job that night, but
“Frank” didn’t agree and insisted on
doing the job that night “There won’t be
another time, we gotta do it as long as we
can stand, else, we will never know
where will that cash be transported, even
if we found them, we won’t be able to get
to it, NEVER”, “Rose” confirmed
“Frank’s” words, so did “Silver”, so it was
on…

“Silver’s” “Gurkha” got crashed many
times, but it was still okay to do its job in
the operation, the “Twin” hid with his
car waiting for instructions, just like
“Arrow”, “Deadshot” & “Rose”…
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“Silver”, “Frank” & “Floyd” made
there way to the casino, “Silver” was in
the front and it started, the “Gurkha”
crashed the gate and gave clearance for
“Frank” & “Floyd” to get in, the safe was
separated from the garage by one wall, as
“Electrocutioner” said, “Silver” broke
the wall and penetrated it, then he
moved back and gave space to the other 2
cars, “Frank” & “Floyd” stopped their
cars backs toward the safe, then they
pulled 2 strong cables from the cars and
tied them to the safe, this move wasn’t so
guaranteed, but it was the only way,
during these seconds, “Silver” covered
them with his own firepower against the
security and the “Shadows” men, when
“Frank” & “Floyd” were done they
jumped in their cars and started pulling
the safe with full power, suddenly the
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safe got pulled off the wall, it was
extremely wide, long & high, a sort of a
giant safe, besides to the fact it was heavy
and made of steel…The safe was pulled
successfully and the “Sentinels” started
moving, “Frank” said “C’mon move, we
gotta get out now” to “Silver”, he jumped
on the “Ram” from the outside and
throw a grenade on the security and the
“Shadows” giving them a chance to move,
“Silver” got something on his back, like a
bag or something, it was a jetpack, the
package from “USA” was that jetpack,
once they moved out, “Silver” flew using
the jetpack, and blew the “Gurkha” up
causing a massive destruction in the
place…
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This time, cops started chasing
“Frank” & “Floyd”, in fact, every cop in
“Moscow” was ordered to follow them,
the “Dmitry” brothers started chasing
them with the police forces, using the
safe and some driving skills, about 35
police car were destroyed and extreme
mass destruction
happened…“Electrocutioner” hacked in
the governmental CCTV and uploaded a
fake video made by him as a decoy, to
prevent the local police from locating the
right location of the “Sentinels”, making
the whole force drive to the east side of
the city while the “Sentinels” were
heading west, it happened, besides to
hacking in their radio signals and
disrupted them, now it was the “Dmitry”
brothers turn, they crashed the other
police cars who couldn’t report what was
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happening because of the disrupted
radio communications…The “Shadows”
appeared, this time they attacked with
the 8x8 truck and about 4 or 5 cars,
besides to “Doomsday’s” ramp car, this
was the right time for the others to get
involved, [Rose, Arrow, Deadshot &
Twin] appeared in their 3 cars (2 jeeps
and the Corvette)…After hours of car
chase, crashing & shooting, there was a
site where workers were using some
explosive barrels, somewhere at the city
limits, “Panther” was driving one of the
“Shadows” cars, with somemen on board
shooting at “Rose”, using the oil tubes
trick in her car made “Panther” lose
control and for his bad luck, he hit the
explosive barrels and his car exploded
causing his death…The 8x8 truck was
following “Frank” & “Floyd”, both
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members of the “Sentinels” were using
the heavy safe to crash it, “Leon” was
driving it and “Abyss” was on board,
“Silver” shocked everyone and landed
with his jetpack on “Doomsday’s”
“Ramp” car, he could open the
roof-which was the only door for that
car-and they started fighting making
“Doomsday” lose control and crash, but
non of them was seriously hurt, but soon
help came to save “Doomsday” from
getting caught by “Silver”…A huge fridge
truck was on the other side of the road,
on the opposite direction of the convoy,
“Frank” saw it then he looked at “Floyd”
and both men understood each other,
they took the far right of the road, giving
space for “Leon” to pass by their left, it
almost fit the truck, but before “Leon”
could pass the safe’s side and reach to
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their side, they moved and made the safe
hit the truck, hitting the truck made it
go on the wrong side to face the fridge
truck, the collision was strong and made
the whole road in a mess, “Arrow”,
“Rose” & “Twin” passed the crash before
the cars mess, and only one car from the
“Shadows” side passed, the “Twin”
opened the box of nails & pins stopping
the “Shadows”, one of them got out of the
car with RPG in his hand, and hit the
“Twin’s” car destroying it, “Arrow”
stopped for him, the others couldn’t stop,
when “Arrow” stopped he and
“Deadshot” got out of their car,
“Deadshot” went to check on “Twin”,
“Arrow” shot the “Shadows” with an
explosive arrow killing them all, the
“Twin” was hurt badly but his power of
healing and strength surprised
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“Deadshot” & “Arrow”, when he became
okay they rode the jeep and followed the
others to the airport…“Abyss” & “Leon”
didn’t die, “Abyss” was strong and made
it out of the truck and pulled “Leon” out
of it too…The strength of “Abyss” was
impressive and unbelievable…

With the “Dmitry” brothers help and
“Electrocutioner’s” disruption and
communications hacking, no troubles
faced the convoy till they made it to the
airport…The safe was loaded on the
Chinese cargo plane and it flew on its
way to “Wales”…The “Sentinels” made
their way back to their hideout, when
they reached their, “Anton” was waiting
them with “Electrocutioner” & “Silver”
having an extremely bad news…
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{The Darkest Side of The Darkest
Frankenstein}

Once the “Sentinels” got in, “Anton”
yelled “MY SISTER IS KIDNAPPED
DURING THE OPERATION, WHO TOLD
THEM THAT WE WERE INVOLVED!!”
“Arrow” replied “Slow down and talk
slowly”, “Anton’s” sister was kidnapped
during the casino’s job, someone sent a
special recording to the “Dmitry”
brothers while they were talking with
the “Sentinels”, it was the anonymous
“Boss” of the “Shadows” saying
“Frankenstein & Doomsday in return of
the young lady, I want them alone, no
one else should appear in the place or
you will never see her again Dmitry boys,
I’ll see you soon Frank”, at the beginning
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they thought it was “Pegasus”, but later
“Frank” knew that it wasn’t him, it was
someone he never expected…

“Anton” and his brothers insisted on
going with them, “Doomsday” was tied
well and “Frank” prepared himself to go
to the location given by the
“Boss”…“Frank” & “Doomsday” were in
place on time, the “Dmitry” brothers
were there with “Rose”, “Floyd”,
“Arrow” & “Deadshot”, they were ready
for any engagement with the “Shadows”
men, but it didn’t happen…“Frank” &
“Doomsday” moved slowly in the place
waiting for the “Shadows”, during these
seconds of waiting “Doomsday” said
“You thought you won, didn’t you? If you
saw the Boss, you won’t live for one more
second to get shocked by who he is, this is
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the end of your journey Frankenstein”
“Frank” didn’t care for what he was
saying, he wasn’t even focusing with
him…When “Doomsday” was done
talking, fire works and black smoke
appeared in the place, blinding “Frank”
and everyone else, then suddenly
“Frank” & “Doomsday” disappeared,
after a minute of searching the place,
“Dominika” was found in a nearby
place, the deal was made, but the
“Sentinels” lost “Frank”…

“Frank” was taken to a very strange
place, it was like a place where people
worship the Devil, all in black with
black skull masks, in a room that was
lighted by torches hanged on the wall, as
if it was the 11th century or so, “Frank”
was injected by a drug making him
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dizzy and couldn’t move, he was lifted
by 2 men all the way to that room…In the
room, there were 3 people when “Frank”
reached there, [Doomsday, The Boss & a
woman wearing a cloak on her face], the
“Boss” was wearing a skull mask, he said
“Hello son, are you alright?” to “Frank”,
“Frank” was too tired and didn’t want to
reply, the “Boss” said “Leave us, all of
you”, everyone started to move but he
stopped the woman from leaving, he
wanted her to stay, “Doomsday” and the
other men left…The “Boss” was not a very
tall man, but he was in good shape, he
caught “Frank” from his arm and throw
him on a chair, then he took off his
mask saying “Get ready for this boy”, the
massive surprise was here, it was “THE
UNDERTAKER”, “Frank’s” dead uncle
in the 90s, or so they thought…“Frank”
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stared at his face saying “YOU, IT WAS
YOU ALL THAT TIME” the
“Boss”-“Undertaker”-replied “Yeah, it’s
me nephew, and there are too many
things you should know, you are old
enough to understand now” the chair
“Frank” was sitting on was a wheel chair,
“Undertaker” walked to another door
and the woman with the cloak pushed
“Frank” behind him, after a minute of
walking, they reached to an elevator,
they took it down somewhere…

When they reached wherever they
wanted to take “Frank” to, the
underground room was dark, once
“Undertaker” got in, he waved with his
hand, lights in the place were on, this
time it was regular lights, no torches,
except the office, it got a lighted candle
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on it…It looked like an old office, with a
lot of documents and files…“Undertaker”
said “I have been in all this for 2 decades,
preparing and building myself and my
men, including your brother Victor, how
do you think he was good with magic
and tricks, just like that!! no son, it was
ME who taught him everything he knew,
but YOU, you killed my best student,
showing me and everyone in the world
that you are THE MAN, but you missed
something kid, there’s a quote says ‘cut
off one head, 2 more shall take its place’
you never thought that way, you just
thought that you can kill one man and
just finish a war with his death, no you
just opened the gates of hell on
yourself…” “Frank” interrupted him
“What are you talking about?! Get to the
point directly” “Undertaker” replied
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“Okay son, I’ll tell you, the Shadows were
created by the fact that humanity
couldn’t be trusted with their own
freedom, but in the same time, if you
tried to take away their freedom, they’ll
resist with all their power, we didn’t
realize that at the beginning but we
learned from wars around the world, so
humanity needed to give up their
freedom and principles willingly with
no force, without pressure…After the
WWII[8], Rothschild & Rockefeller
families spent a lot of money to gather
enhanced men from all over the world to
create squads & gangs of enhanced men
and super criminals who can do what
regular agencies can not get caught doing,
like Bishop and his clan, funding them
with all needs of money, resources &
arrest coverage, no one of these men was
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known or could be detected by any
official means, I was recruited in 1987,
Dr. Frank & Judge were recruited in
1977, one year after your brothers were
born and when the state of war between
Egypt & Israel was over…Since 1948, the
Community were working on creating
their own power besides to their control
over the British agencies specially the
MI6, for decades since 1948 the
Community has been funding and
supporting disasters and revolutions in
many countries around the word and
specially the Middle-East, which was,
still and will always be a war zone…But
after 1952’s revolution, the Community
started thinking of planting some eyes &
ears in the Middle-East, specially Egypt,
so Frankenstein theory was created, and
choosing who represents wasn’t easy at
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all, because the Community are Jews,
they didn’t trust the Muslims, and saw
that Christians were weak, so who had to
be their Frankenstein had to be a Jewish
guy, your grandfather was chosen
because of his role in the WWII, which
was very clear and noticeable by the
British, violence & savagery, he didn’t
refuse, because the Community used to
offer lots of money and facilitates
traveling to England or Israel at any time
he likes, and it happened, the Egyptians
fired the Jews out of the country, but
your grandpa had a lot to lose in Egypt,
so he turned to Christianity and
finished his documents fast before
anyone could realize that he was Jewish,
he saw that traveling to Israel that time
was suicide, the Community liked that
and kept using your grandpa in too
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many assassinations and deals until he
became old and useless, his eldest son
took his place in the war, history was
created and more assassinations took
place” “Frank” said “I already know
that part, this means that Frankenstein
wasn’t our idea, it was theirs, what made
you & Victor leave the Community and
launch a war against them?”
“Undertaker” replied “When I became
useless and Bishop ordered Victor to kill
me…I knew that the end was coming
when Bishop started to put his eye on
Victor, I knew that my era was over,
although it was too early and I was in my
best conditions, but Victor’s charisma
was attracting Bishop’s attention, so I
went to the other side offering my
services” “Frank” asked “Who??”
“Undertaker” replied “The Chinese,
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then the Russians and I could convince
Victor to join me, specially after killing
the Crocodile, the guy who killed your
brother, the Joker, it wasn’t too long till
Victor could finish what he was doing
and join me in 1998” “Frank” was
astonished “What was he doing? What
took him all these years to follow you?!!”
“Undertaker” replied “The Green Goo,
that green poison that was created by the
British & Germans, before stealing it, he
didn’t know about it, but after stealing it
he saw its data sheet and stole it, but he
had to hide it, he didn’t do that on his
own, I told him to hide it somewhere no
man will ever think of, when you gave it
to the British this is the result we have
now” and pointed at the woman,
“Frank” looked at her and she took off
her cloak, it was “NAOMI”, the one who
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died in “Blackpool” was “Naomi’s” clone
not the real girl, the real girl didn’t leave
“USA” to “England” at all, she went to
“Alaska” then “Undertaker’s” men took
her to “Russia”, and who joined
“Juggernaut” in “England” was her
clone, but she wasn’t like the “Twin”,
she was a normal human clone with
bone structure and created tissues and
other living organs, that’s why she died
so easily in “Blackpool’s”
war…“Undertaker” said “She was the
first human clone we created, she wasn’t
perfect like yours, the Green Goo made
the operation easier…Now and after all
these incidents and accidents around the
world, humanity became ready to
sacrifice its freedom by funding and
creating weapons like your metal suit,
that hammer Naomi’s sister using, the
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weapons stolen from the American base
in China, and all these drones and
drone submarines, and soon drone tanks,
to buy their security and safety, when
all the preparations are complete and
weapons are ready, the war will start
and neither do you or anyone else will
be able to stop this war or save these
doomed humans, the New World Order
will RISE…They won Mark, join us, this
is your home, this is your place, we’re
your people not them, they made you
think that you’re a hero and fighting for
good, but actually you are fighting
side-by-side with the bad guys who rule
your friends now, and those you think
they’re clean, they’re actually doing
what the Community is ordering them to
do, otherwise, the Community should
have been hunted by official arrests or
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organized assassinations, but as you can
see, nothing at all” “Frank” didn’t reply
for a moment then asked “If you created
my clone, how did you get the Green
Goo??” “Undertaker” answered “We stole
some samples, you know where did we
steal it from? I’ll tell you, we got it from a
laboratory owned by the Rockefeller
family in USA and don’t ask how did
they get it, after all what I said you
should be knowing now” then he sat on
his weird chair that looked more like a
throne, “Frank” didn’t reply…

“Undertaker” told “Naomi” to come
close to him and told her that “Frank”
will refuse joining them, but he told her
to make “Frank” sleep and get him out to
the “Sentinels”, she was astonished from
that decision, “Undertaker” never had
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mercy with anyone, but it wasn’t about
mercy, he wanted “Frank” to tell them
what he knew, only then the “MI6” will
assassinate “Frank” and put the “Twin”
officially in his place as “Frankenstein”,
this move would make them kill their
man and realize that they were fighting
someone who knows everything about
them and their dirty work, and if
“Frank” agreed on being a “Shadow”,
“Undertaker” would have won
“Frankenstein” on his side, just like he
did with “Victor”…

On the other side, “Electrocutioner”
could locate “Frank’s” location using the
vital chip in “Frank’s” body, that made
them know where the “Shadows” got
their base, but no chance for the
“Sentinels” to attack that place, it was
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like a fortress or a castle with towers and
perfect security system, besides to endless
number of men protecting the place,
“Rose” sent the info to “Ivy” who ordered
them to stand down and wait for
orders…“Pegasus” was reported dead,
obviously it was a suicide, the guy shot
himself when he realized that his
money & sister were gone forever…
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{Home Coming}

“Naomi” was ordered to get “Frank”
somewhere away from their hideout, to
allow the “Sentinels” to find
him…“Electrocutioner” located him and
the “Dmitry” brothers got him and took
him back to the base…“Arrow” talked to
“Frank” after he got some rest about what
happened and where he was and who
was the “Boss”, “Frank” didn’t say
anything about what the “Undertaker”
said, he just told them that they
threatened him and told him to return
the money or they’d kill him and his
family, and that he didn’t see the “Boss”
or knew him…“Undertaker”
underestimated “Frank”, he thought
that “Frank” was gonna be angry and
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ask about all what he heard, but
“Frank” didn’t do that…

“Undertaker” did something
unexpected, he made his doctors take a
sample of “Frank’s” sperm, and using the
external fertilization with egg cell from
“Naomi”, “Undertaker” could have a
natural piece of “Frank” without any
need for anymore human cloning, but
the trouble was in the element of time, if
the operation was successful, “Naomi”
will take 5 months only to give birth,
and shorter time for the child to
grow…But the plan didn’t work as
“Undertaker” wanted later on…
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“Silver” took his friend “Jerry” and
flew to “USA” to report what happened
in the American Interpol in “Russia”,
“Arrow” traveled to “England” to report
what happened in the Interpol as well,
and to tell “Ivy” about specific details
about the casino robbery and what
happened afterwards, the rest of the crew
made their way to “Egypt”, but a disaster
was waiting “Frank” there…“Frank”
went home to see his parents, seeing “Dr.
Frank” first and talking to him wasn’t
right, “Dr. Frank” said “How are you
doing son?” “Frank” replied the regular
reply, but he noticed that there was
something wrong with him “Are you
alright?!” he asked “Dr. Frank”, “Dr.
Frank” didn’t reply for a second then he
said “Mark is kidnapped for 3 nights,
and no one called us till now for any
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ransom or even threatening with
anything” “Frank” got shocked saying
“Why didn’t you call me when I was
out??” “Dr. Frank” replied “I didn’t want
you to lose your focus, but I called your
friend Sonya, she is still working on it,
but I think she is waiting you and the
others” “Frank” left him and went to the
hideout and talked to “Sonya” about
what happened and why didn’t she call
“Frank” in “Russia”, she replied “The
Old Man told me not to tell anyone, I
reported the incident to Ivy and she
confirmed not to tell you anything until
you return back”…“Frank” had his
doubts that “Undertaker” was behind
this, but why didn’t he say anything
about that when he caught “Frank” in
“Russia”??…That made “Frank” in a
state of instability, he saw he was gonna
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be responsible if anything happened to
the kid…

The search started, the place where
the kid was kidnapped was a shopping
mall, he was with “Venom” and
somehow she lost him when they were
getting out of the mall…The crew needed
normal cars for asphalt roads, the cars
owned by the “Sentinels” were all off
road cars after destroying the “Corvette”,
“Floyd” & “Rose” were okay with
building 2 or 3 cars, but “Frank” saw
that they got no time to build a car from
scratch, the “Polonez” was the one for
the upcoming fight, but they still needed
more cars, “Frank” got an idea…In an
abandoned place on the
“Cairo-Alexandria” high way, deep in
the desert, “Floyd” knew about the place,
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it was ruled by the “Community” who
were still operating in “Egypt”, not like
the past years, but they still got some
business in “Egypt”, the races were
mainly for special men from all over the
Middle-East & Africa, who attracts their
attention was recruited for driving jobs,
package transportation, or anything
useful for their dirty jobs, foreigners were
allowed to compete too…“Floyd” didn’t
like the idea of exposing themselves to
the “Community” or showing themselves
around them, because he thought that
they might try to kill “Frank”, but they
agreed at the end, there was no another
way to get fast cars except by this way,
“Arrow” arrived 2 days later…
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The “Sentinels” agreed on who was
going there and who was gonna compete,
[Floyd, Arrow, Rose & Twin] “Frank”
resisted the idea of eliminating him but
soon he got convinced, “Hylaria” told
him to be the last competitor, when they
win 3 or 4 races at least, every wining
was gonna make them win a car instead
of money, the point was to reduce the
intense between “Frank” and the
“Community’s” men in the place, the
“Sentinels” members weren’t known like
“Frank”, “Frank’s” identity wasn’t
known to the “Community’s” thugs,
that’s why the “Twin” was gonna race
there…It was a great risk, but the
“Sentinels” had to take it…
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In 3 separate days, the “Sentinels”
could win 3 cars in 3 races using
“Frank’s” “Polonez”, [Mitsubishi Lancer
2008, Nissan 240RS 1983 & Fiat 131
1977] making some modifications in
these cars made them enough for any job
on an asphalt road, “Frank” didn’t have
time to go with the others for the final
race, so the “Sentinels” saw that it was
enough, they got 4 fast cars with final
touches by [Floyd, Rose & Sonya], the
cars were ready for deployment…

On the other side, “Abyss” was alright
but he lost his right eye, “Leon” was hurt
badly, his left arm had to be cut down, it
happened, but the “Undertaker” got him
a way to make him more dangerous, he
made his scientists create a metal arm
instead of the lost one, just like
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“Juggernaut’s” arms, it wasn’t as big or
strong as “Juggernaut’s” arms, but still
metal, any punch to any human will
kill him or hurt him badly…The
searching operations for little “Mark”
were 24 hours continuously, but still
nothing…

“Frank” got some time to talk during
the searching processes, talk to “Rose”, he
wanted to ask her about what he saw her
doing in “Moscow”, when she lifted the
car to save the child…“How did you get
the child out of the car? Her position
needed a crane to lift the car, how did
you act?” he asked, “Rose” hesitated
“Why do you care?! She’s alright that all
what matters” “Frank” noticed her
hesitation and said “You are a terrible
lair, Rose” she looked at him with
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surprise and fear without talking,
“Hylaria” heard them talking and
joined the talk saying “Hey, if we’re
gonna talk about that we must be alone
and sure that no man will hear us”
“Rose” said “What are you talking about?
We can’t tell him that without
clearance” “Hylaria” replied “You know
he must know, he’s the only guy who
should know outside us”, “Frank” took
both of them and left the hideout to some
place quiet and they talked, “Hylaria”
said “Look Mark, in 1983, during the
cold war the Soviets created a serum, it’s
job was to increase the muscle density,
not size, the density makes the power
amplified, besides to nerves strengthen
making her limbs never shake, no matter
what she feels of pain, fear or sadness,
the body stability and acceptance to
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climate varies, in hot countries, she
won’t sweat, in cold countries, she won’t
shiver, even if that cold place is in the
North Pole, she might feel cold, but not
like normal humans, it takes a very
sharp blade to cut her thick skin, that’s
why she can lift 115 lb in dumbbells
and 350 lb in bench many times
without feeling tired because to her it’s
nothing, besides to running faster than
any regular runner, higher stamina
than usual, little bit higher agility…”
“Frank” interrupted her “You wanna
say that Rose is a super soldier”
“Hylaria” replied “Not exactly, not her”
“Frank” looked at her without talking,
“Hylaria” continued “It’s mom, Ivy was
the one who got exposed to that thing in
2002, after what happened in 11/9 she
was the second British to be tested on,
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and the fifth human to be tested on, Rose
inherited these genes from her” “Frank”
asked “Since 1983, and 5 people only
used that serum?!” “Hylaria” didn’t
have any info about that, but “Rose”
knew “The 5 people were not all from the
same era or age and not even from the
same country, the first one tested it in
1983 but didn’t survive, he was a
Russian soldier, in fact no one of the
other 4 survived except 1 man besides
mom, an American guy, but no one
knows where he is or if he’s working
with any government agency or
intelligence” “Frank” asked “Who was
he? When was he subjected to the
serum?” “Rose” & “Hylaria” didn’t have
an answer to that question, but “Frank”
knew who to ask about that, “Ivy”, if
“Rose” was everything “Hylaria” said,
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then “Ivy” was stronger and better than
her many times, and “Frank” never
noticed…

{Death Row}

“Doomsday” was seen in “London”,
“Ivy” called “Frank” and the others to
move to “London” with whatever cars
they got and find a way to catch him,
“Frank” asked her “Why wasting all that
time? Send your men and take him down
now” “Ivy” replied “Doomsday is the
Sentinels job, besides we don’t know
what kind of preparations he got, you
and the Sentinels are the only qualified
men to take the Shadows men down, you
got 6 hours to be here, I’ll welcome you in
London”…The “Twin” heard the call
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and said “All roads lead to England”…

During these hours, “Undertaker”
gave “Frank” a secured private call,
asking him about his decision to join the
“Shadows”, “What did you decide kid?
Will you be a man and stand for the case
against injustice, or one of the
Community slaves??” “Frank” replied
“What about Rorschach? Was he one of
your men?” “Undertaker” denied
recruiting him, saying that he wasn’t the
kind of men he needed, but “Frank”
didn’t trust him with that “I’ll assume
that you’re telling the truth, did
Juggernaut knew that the clone Naomi
was not the real girl?” “Undertaker”
shocked “Frank” saying “No, he didn’t
know that, if he knew he wasn’t gonna
deal with her normally, he didn’t need
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to know” “Frank” said “Listen to me, you
might have convinced Victor with your
point of view, but I don’t believe that my
friends are working with for the
Community, because we’re actually
hunting their men and business down,
just like we’re gonna hunt you down
soon” “Undertaker” didn’t reply for a
moment then said “Alright, as you wish
son, but there’s something you should
know…” “Frank” thought that he was
gonna talk to him about little “Mark”
“Your big bro doesn’t have only 2
daughters as you know, there’s one more
daughter on the list” “Frank” was
shocked saying “You’re lying fool”
“Undertaker” said “I’m not, you can
check her out yourself, she’s Egyptian
and lives in Egypt, she got her mother’s
look, no blond hair or blue eyes like
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Naomi & Rose, she lives with her mom
and aunt in Fayoum, they might not be
angels, but they’re no demons like us, I
got my eye on her, save her before my guy
gets her, from now on kid, I’LL FEED ON
YOUR SOUL” then he hanged the phone,
a second later he sent “Frank” her
location, name and picture, “Frank”
didn’t waste time, he went to
“Cain”-who wasn’t gonna travel with
them to “England”-and told him to
collect all the possible info about that
girl, and told “Sonya” to send some men
to the location “Undertaker” sent to him,
as a try to secure her or her family, the
girl’s name was “Layla”…
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“Electrocutioner” & “Cain” made
something useful for fights with more
than 2 opponents in a hand-to-hand
fight, a peach kernel sized chip, it had
one button, pressing it and throwing it
on a target gives the target an electric
shock, making any normal human fall
down shivering, it helped later on…

On September 3rd 2016, one of the
“NATO’s” bases in “London” got a store
under the ground’s surface, exactly
under the base itself, people used to take
an elevator down for about 5 floors to get
to that secret store, it contained the
newest military weapons that wasn’t yet
used anywhere…A random sample of
these weapons were said to be transported
to a laboratory owned by a man from the
“Rothschild” family, based on the fact
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that they got clearance to take a look at
these weapons in their own workshops
and labs, the guy who was responsible of
the safe transport to the “Community’s”
place from the base was called “The
Predator”…

The motorcade got attacked by the
“Shadows”, “Doomsday” was on the job
with a lot of thugs, the strike started
when bomb planted under a sink’s cover
in the motorcade’s road, the first security
car got exploded stopping the rest of the
cars and the truck containing the
weapons, that truck had 3 armed men in
the back, the truck’s driver and the
“Predator” on his side, once the
explosion happened, black smoke
appeared, then “Doomsday” and his
men appeared around the cars shooting
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with heavy mini-guns, after 3 minutes
of continuous shooting, “Doomsday”
stopped the attack and told his men to
check out the security cars, he and others
checked the truck, the cabins had only
one dead, the driver, the passenger
wasn’t there, but there was a hole in the
truck’s floor, indicating that there was
someone who survived, “Doomsday” told
his men to keep their heads up, once he
was finished, a guy with a jetpack and a
flamethrower appeared from nowhere
and started to burn the “Shadows” men
while flying, it was the “Dragon”, then
the “Predator” started to move among the
“Shadows” killing them with his hands
and a knife or any weapon falling in his
hands, his speed made the “Shadows”
confused and couldn’t deal with him,
besides to the “Dragon” burning them,
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“Doomsday” told his men to pull back
then he disappeared, although the
“Predator” tried to catch him, but he
disappeared in the black smoke…The
“Dragon” & the “Predator” weren’t on
the same team, the “Predator” tried to
shoot the “Dragon” but he flew away fast,
cops arrived to contain the situation, but
the “Predator” escaped from them…

“Cain” located “Frank’s” newly
appeared niece, “Sonya” sent some men
she knew to watch her, she was a 16 year
old girl, her mom was 39, the girl never
knew her father or who he was, her
mother just told her that he was dead
even before she was born, “Frank” didn’t
wanna get introduced to her yet…The
“Sentinels” flew to “London” in a cargo
plane, taking their fast cars with them
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and one off road jeep, and the suit of
course, but “Hylaria”-of course-didn’t
travel with them…Before they go, the
“Twin” saw one of “Hylaria’s”
claw-knives, he liked it and wanted to
use it, as he wasn’t allowed to use any
weapons, “Frank” and the others
hesitated at first, then they agreed, he
took it with him to “London” as his
personal weapon…

“Ivy” welcomed the “Sentinels” in
“London”, she said “There’s a car loader
truck to take everyone and the cars to the
organization’s base, Frank, you gonna
ride with me, I wanna show you
someplace” “Frank” didn’t refuse or
reply but he was astonished, he didn’t
even got time to rest…She told “Frank”
what happened the past hours, the
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“Shadows” attack on the weapons
motorcade and the “Dragon’s”
appearance, which was surprising to
“Frank”…

When “Frank” & “Ivy” reached the
crime scene, she told him the incident’s
details, there was a shop on the street
that had a CCTV camera, it recorded the
incident completely, “Frank” saw the
“Predator” and how he dealt with the
dangerous “Shadows” men alone with
his hands and knives only, his speed
and stamina were impressive, although
he got help from the “Dragon”, but he
looked very weird…“Ivy” knew him, he
was the second guy who survived the
“Soviets” serum, he wasn’t seen or
detected since 2007, “Ivy” didn’t know
where did he go or who did he work with,
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“Frank” said “I know about the serum,
and your power, you can act just like
him, can’t you? I’m just wondering, why
didn’t you tell me?” to “Ivy”, she replied
“I didn’t think this was important to be
known, I didn’t want anyone to know
that Rose is like this, they’ll put her in
seriously dangerous missions, and you
didn’t want her to be a member in the
MI6, this will make her a secret agent
like Agent X” “Frank” asked her if
“Agent X” was like “Rose” and herself,
but she assured “Frank” that she wasn’t
like them, “Ivy” set some men to look for
the “Predator”, and the “Sentinels” were
ordered to hunt the “Shadows” before
they do anything else in
“England”…“Frank” had to catch any
member of the “Shadows” to know if they
were behind kidnapping little “Mark”,
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because “Undertaker” never said
anything about it, but “Frank” wasn’t
100% sure that it was him, he just
wanted to be sure before mentioning
anything about it to “Undertaker”,
because if he wasn’t involved, he might
use the situation against “Frank”, or
maybe he’d lie just to make “Frank” do
anything he want, “Frank” had to act
carefully…The “Predator” was found
easily, because “London” was watched
carefully by CCTV cameras everywhere,
even traffic was watched by cameras,
making it a matter of hours until he was
found, the “Shadows” were hard to find,
they knew how to hide and disappear
without a trace, “Frank” asked “Ivy” to
be sent to catch that guy, because he saw
that “Ivy” sent regular agents after him,
and as much as “Frank” saw in the video
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of the attack, he saw that he should be
the one to catch a guy like the “Predator”,
“Ivy” agreed on that as a way to make the
“Shadows” know that “Frank” was in
“England”, she was sure that the
“Shadows” were watching the streets just
like the “Community’s” men…

The “Predator” made a call to
someone asking for help, the call was
made from a street phone cabins, too easy
to be traced, “Ivy’s” men gave “Arrow” the
location coordinates and he informed
his crew, 3minutes later, the “Sentinels”
started moving…Cops cleared that street
quietly, preparing for a quiet
surrounding to the target[9] and the
whole building he was hiding in,
“Floyd” told the cops to be very careful
and use their electric shock pistols once
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they see him, only [Frank, Floyd, Arrow
& Rose] were gonna get in to catch him,
“Frank” saw the preparations in the
street and said to his crew “We gotta be
careful, he knows we’re here, maybe he
prepared himself with some tricks
inside” “Arrow” said “If he knew we
were here he wouldn’t have wasted all
this time waiting for us”…The building
was an old cheap motel, not wide, but
there were some civilians inside most of
them were Arabs and Pakistanis, the
“Sentinels” got in but there was no
employee in the reception, “Deadshot”
was one of 4 snipers watching the place
from another roof tops, he saw a strange
move in the 4th floor (top floor), as if
someone was attacked by someone else,
but the attack didn’t take time,
“Deadshot” reported that to the crew,
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then electricity was cut off, “Frank”
looked at “Arrow” as if he wanted to tell
him “He knew we were here and he was
waiting us”, when they climbed the
stairs to the 1st floor, “Rose” was ordered
to hold that floor without letting anyone
down or up, she wasn’t okay with that
but she had to obey the orders, she
wanted to be with “Frank”, “Frank” saw
that it was dangerous to leave her alone
but he had to, “Arrow” contacted
“Electrocutioner”-who was with the
forces outside-and told him to work on
finding him in the place, but that was
difficult because there was no Wi-Fi in
this place or any kind of cameras, the
2nd floor was held by “Floyd”, “Rose”
searched the rooms in the 1st floor, there
was nothing interesting or weird, but the
2nd floor got something very weird, one of
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the rooms got a lot of TVs, radios, a
computer, a receiver device for television
channels & a cell phone connected to the
receiver with a USB cable, the mobile
was i-phone 6, wasn’t easy to take a look
in it without its owner’s finger print,
“Floyd” wasn’t good with electronics and
computers, so he touched nothing for the
first while and reported what he saw,
“Arrow” ordered “Electrocutioner” to get
to “Floyd’s” location, “Rose” secured the
1st floor allowing “Electrocutioner” to
pass, the 2nd floor wasn’t so much secured,
someone attacked “Electrocutioner”
while he was on his way, although he
was using a night vision goggles like
them, but the attack came from a closed
door room, it was an Algerian guy looks
like he was on the run from the police,
he didn’t attack with a pistol or a gun,
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he just jumped from a closed door room
on “Electrocutioner”, he punched the
Arab guy with his shocking gloves, the
electric shock killed him, “Floyd”
rushed to him with the idea that it was
the “Predator” who attacked him, but
when they discovered that it wasn’t him
they left the Arab man and went to the
room with the electric appliances,
“Electrocutioner” could hack the
computer and the cell phone, that was a
trouble, because when they did that a
message was sent or an order, coded with
no alphabet letters, “Electrocutioner”
didn’t have time to translate the code or
break it, 3 drones appeared out of
nowhere loaded with mini-guns and
missiles, they looked to be remotely
controlled, they started shooting at the
police forces outside the place, one of
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them started shooting at the building,
“Frank” climbed to roof, and started
shooting at the one shooting the building,
it was at a lower level than the roof,
another one shot at one of the snipers
killing him, “Deadshot” took cover,
because his rifle’s bullets wasn’t affecting
the drones, “Arrow” ordered everyone to
take cover, the drones were bullet proof,
“Frank” threw one of the electric chips
made by “Electrocutioner” & “Cain” on
the drone shooting at the building, the
electricity made its controller board
damaged and it fall down, “Arrow” got
attacked by the “Predator” and called
for help, “Frank” hurried to help him,
he arrived to “Arrow’s” location, but the
“Predator” escaped and went to the top
floor through the sewers, “Rose” went to
the outside and threw her hammer on
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one of the drones destroying it, the last
one started launching missiles on the
cars, “Electrocutioner” looked at the
computer and understood that the
computer and the cell phone were
sending the instructions to the drones, he
picked his gun and shot the appliances,
that move stopped the drone’s functions
and it fall down, “Frank” followed the
“Predator” to the roof then the chase
started between both of them from roof to
roof…At a specified point, “Frank” threw
his shield towards his back, but he
turned to “Frank” and grabbed the
shield although “Frank’s” toss was VERY
strong, but the “Predator” grabbed it
with one hand and throw it again on
“Frank”, it didn’t affect “Frank” but it
made him off balance, that second of
unbalance gave the “Predator” time to
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disappear, but not for long, cops shot
him with the electric shock pistols
taking him down…

The “Predator” was taken to the
organization’s base, “Ivy” wanted to
interrogate him herself, “Crouch” agreed,
she got in to him, after sitting she started
talking “Where have you been all these
years, Jack?” he didn’t reply, she
continued “Who sent you to take the
weapons from the NATO’s base? Where
were you taking it?” he didn’t reply to
that too, she said “You’re not in a good
position for that silence, 22 civilians &
cops died and 100+ injuries because of
your drones, besides to the dead &
injured Shadows men, tell me about the
drones, how did you make them work
from a place like that?! Were they
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controlled by someone else?” he was just
silent, then “Ivy” asked the last question
“Who are working for, Jack? Let me help
you” but the “Predator” didn’t answer,
she left him and went to talk with
“Crouch” & “Frank” in the office,
“Crouch” & “Frank” were watching
“Ivy” & “Predator” in the interrogation
room and hearing everything…“Frank”
asked for 5 minutes with him, “Ivy”
thought that this wasn’t a good idea,
“Crouch” was asked for a detailed report
about what happened to the motorcade
and who attacked it as soon as possible,
so he had to agree, “Frank” got in with
the suit and mask, “Predator” freed
himself from the cuffs somehow before
“Frank’s” arrival, “Frank” destroyed the
camera and microphone then sat down
and started talking after a while of
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gazing in the “Predator’s” eyes looking
for fear or extreme self confidence inside
him, he asked “Who attacked the
motorcade?” “Predator” didn’t reply but
kept his eyes on “Frank”, “Frank” said
“The Shadows attacked you, guys with
black skull masks, you know them don’t
you?” “Predator” replied here “If you
know who they were, why are you
wasting time by asking?” “Frank” said
“Just trying to make a silly conversation,
what do you know about the Shadows?”
“Predator” was astonished with what he
was hearing “I’m not following, what are
you after?” “Frank” said “Now we’re
talking, I will let them get you out of here
on your feet, but you know that the
Community won’t believe that you said
nothing to us and they’ll try to kill you,
and you know what, I’ll watch you, and
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when you get attacked by them, I’ll save
you once or twice to prove their doubts”
“Predator” said “Okay I got your point”
then he raised his hands and put them
on the table showing “Frank” and the
others that he broke the cuffs and
continued talking “You want me to work
for you and your people, why will you
trust me?” “Frank” replied “Because you
have no way else, I am your only way if
you wanna stay alive, you know that”
then the “Predator” started talking
about the motorcade and the attack, he
knew “Doomsday” and could know him
during the fight although he was
wearing a black skull mask, the
“Dragon’s” interference was weird to
him, he never saw the “Dragon” or
arrange any backup plan with him, but
he admitted that the drones were his
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backup plan but he needed a computer
to initiate their systems he couldn’t do
that using his cell phone, he was good
with computers but not perfect, then he
also talked about his strength and power
and how he got them and when, then he
told them that he started working for the
“Community” since November 2006 and
till they caught him, he didn’t say that
he was taking the weapons to the
“Community’s” stores or labs, but it
could be predicted…The “Predator”
finished his confessions saying “Now you
got what you wanted, I don’t wanna be
imprisoned” “Frank” said “Everything
you said now wasn’t recorded, you told
me what I need to know, now you deserve
to get what you want within limits,
although I think you can’t do anything
in your useless life except fighting, I
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think you should join us, Jack”
“Predator” replied at once “Like I have
any choice, I’m in”…“Ivy” & “Crouch”
were watching and listening behind the
glass wall, “Ivy” wasn’t sure they can
trust him, but “Crouch” accepted the
risk…

“Frank” & “Arrow” got out of the
organization’s base and went to see
“Paige”, “Jenny” & “Agent X”, where
“Rose” & “Floyd” were, “Frank” passed
the night with “Paige” and in the
morning “Ivy” arrived and asked him to
ride with her to a special place…They
went to a place 10 miles away from
“Basildon”, that place was a surprise for
“Frank”…
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{The Frankenstein Prison}

The place was a new prison made
specially for super enhanced criminals
from all over the world, for men &
women…The prison was completely not
caring for human rights, strict security
with robotic surveillance towers which
was connected to sensitive sensors around
the place with a specified range, if it was
breached from out-to-in or from
in-to-out without the warden’s
permissions, the robotic towers got heavy
weapons with highly accurate shooting
will kill/destroy anyone/anything
unusual, the prison has unbreakable
pipes in every cell containing a sleeping
gas, in case any fight happened between
the prisoners, the whole place was
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underground by 25 feet to prevent any
attacks from the outside, prisoners were
allowed to see the sun once a week for 5
hours during breaking the rocks and
working in the workshops, all cells got
room for 2 prisoners only, food was
gonna be passed to every cell a meal for
each prisoner, if any prisoner tried to
create a problem was gonna be punished
badly by [electricity sessions, 7 days
eating beans only, solitary cell for 2
weeks] the solitary cell is always dark
with strange sounds inside intimidating
the prisoner with cold water on the floor
all the time, the medical side was fully
prepared by equipment and all needs
like normal hospitals, if any prisoner
tried to commit suicide won’t be
transported anywhere, if the prison
hospital couldn’t save him then he
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would be left to die and would be buried
in a grave yard belonging to the
prison…Security were armed with newest
versions of weapons used in the British
army, besides the prisoners were gonna
have a special mechanism handcuffs in
their hands all the time, magnetic
handcuffs, they weren’t like regular
cuffs, the prisoners didn’t have to keep
their hands behind their backs all the
time, their hands were free to move but
the cuffs were around their wrists all the
time, when it was time to get them out of
their cells, the security officers press a
button making the cuffs on both hands
clash to each other like normal cuffs,
that magnet was stronger than regular
magnets, no matter how strong the
prisoner was, he would never be able to
break the cuffs or separate them when
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they stick together, a similar one was
around their necks too but it was
different, it was programmed sending
signals to the medical center with every
prisoner’s health condition and also in
case any prisoner attacked any security
personnel or if they attacked each other
in the outside or in the workshops where
there was no sleeping gas, that neck
collar was gonna cause an electric shock
to that prisoner, no engagement between
security and inmates under any
circumstances, prisoners were gonna
wear different clothes unlike in normal
prisons, a top and pants with 2 colors
separated from the middle, blue on the
left side and gray on the right side, just
like “Frank’s” mask…The
“Frankenstein” prison was ready to
welcome prisoners and lunatics when
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“Frank” & “Ivy” arrived but there were
no prisoners yet, “Frank” took a look at
the place and its blueprints, “Ivy” told
“Frank” that the first prisoner, who was
on his way from “London”, was gonna be
“Adrian”, then [Dong Fu, Li & Flash]
with some more enhanced prisoners in
other prisons who were said to spend all
their lives in the prison, dangerous ones
were sent with the known criminals,
“Frank” asked about “Chang” but “Ivy”
didn’t reply, meaning that he was freed
by highly classified orders from the
government, “Flash” was caught in
“Scotland”, it wasn’t easy, but “Ivy”
caught him herself…“Frank” knew that
it was a matter of time until “Chang”
shows up again, specially when
“Undertaker” told “Frank” that he
worked with the triads first then worked
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with the Russian Mafia, so he was
nearly sure that “Chang” was gonna
appear at anytime…The prison’s warden
was called “Alan Bourne”…

In “Egypt”, the girl who was said to be
“Victor’s” daughter-“Layla”-was
secured, by a girl from “Morocco”, she
was a member in the “Moroccan”
intelligence she was in vacation in
“Egypt”, but when “Ivy” told her to do
that job for her, she wasn’t late…

The next day, “Cain” reported that
“Layla” was kidnapped from her
apartment, her mother got hurt badly
and her aunt died because of a serious
injury, “Frank” was mad shouting at
“Ivy” saying “WHAT ARE YOUR MEN
DOING DOWN THERE?!! WE LOST THE
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GIRL” she couldn’t answer because her
“Moroccan” friend was hurt badly and
the other men hired by “Cain” were 7
men 3 dead, 3 injures and 1 serious
injury, they were all hurt by knives and
gun fire…“Hylaria” talked to the injured
agents, they said the same thing “Only 2
men on the job, one with a metal arm
and a lot of light weapons, and another
man wasn’t using a gun, just throw
knives at us but he didn’t miss any target,
they were covered by a sniper we didn’t
have a chance to see him”, that made
“Hylaria” feel afraid, the guy with
knives obviously was “Blade”, the sniper
could be anyone, but who was the guy
with the metal arm, the “Moroccan”
agent said that he was wearing a black
skull mask-just like all the “Shadows”
thugs-which made knowing him
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depending on seeing his face, “Frank”
was told the updates by “Hylaria”, he
didn’t have a chance to return back, he
got a lot to do in “England”, but he
ordered [Sonya, Floyd & The Twin] to
travel back and do what’s necessary to
find & rescue “Layla”…

“Silver” arrived to “London” knowing
that the “Predator” was there, both men
had a long history together, they served
in “Iraq” together, they were friends, and
when the “Predator” disappeared,
“Silver” was signed up for the job of
finding the “Predator”, using the “CIA’s”
help, “Silver” could know where he was
and kept hunting him down from 2009
to 2014, their last fight was seen by a lot
of people because it was in the street
among people, it was epic, a brawl that
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could hardly be controlled…Once he
arrived, he went to “Crouch’s” office
asking him about what was happening
“What’s going on here? You use a terrorist
for intelligence job!!” “Crouch” replied
“No we’re not, but we are using whatever
info he got” “Silver” said “That’s not the
deal between him and Frank” “Crouch”
was astonished about how did “Silver”
knew about that but he didn’t ask and
said “We are using the best options we
have, he wanted that in return of
precious info he got, we agreed, you and
your country can’t do anything about
that, if you have any hard feelings
towards him, you can go back to USA and
retire, they’ll send someone else with no
history with Captain Smith” these words
made “Silver” boil from the inside, after
a while of silence he agreed on working
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with the “Predator”…“Floyd”, “Sonya” &
“Twin” traveled to “Cairo”, “Cain”
welcomed them and told them that he
knew their location through their radio
signals, they were using a signal
specially made by them, it was
unbreakable but the point was just
knowing their place, as the “Shadows”
were using different radio signals than
any other agency in “Egypt”, and not the
same used by the Egyptian cops and
army, that was an easy job because
“Fayoum” was a small town unlike
“Cairo”…
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{Carnage #5}

In “Egypt”, the “Sentinels” decided to
take a step and attack the “Shadows”,
they were camping in an old factory or
store…The place was surrounded by
thugs, they were not members of the
“Shadows”, the “Sentinels” had 15
minutes to take care of them all and
clear the exits, “Cain” gave them the
exact location of “Layla” in the place,
the “Shadows” knew that the “Sentinels”
were there, so they took their places, the
“Shadows” were [Blade, Hitman & Leon]
and seeing “Leon” was a shock to the
“Sentinels” especially “Floyd”, the
“Twin’s” abilities and the claw-knives
given to him by “Hylaria” made him a
perfect fighter, he wanted to have “Leon”,
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he was the only one who could take him
down, “Floyd” had his eyes on the
“Hitman” and “Sonya” took her chance
against “Blade”, the fight between the
“Twin” & “Leon” was savage, “Twin”
could hurt “Leon” with his knives,
“Leon’s” arm was so strong even stronger
than the “Twin”, but “Leon” noticed
that “Twin” wasn’t getting hurt and his
bones were not bones, they were
Titanium, but he managed escaping by
breaking the “Twin’s” wrist using his
strong metal arm, “Hitman” was a perfect
fighter without the sword, “Floyd” saw
an axe he grabbed it and “Hitman”
pulled his sword and the fight became
harder, “Sonya” used some spying tricks
against “Blade”, one of the tricks was her
boots, they were boots with knives
instead of normal heels, she hurt him in
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his face using it, “Cain” was with them
waiting in a car, he got in to get the girl
out, there was a thug securing her,
“Cain” killed him and freed the girl,
“Leon” told his men to pull back,
“Blade” disappeared even before
“Leon’s” orders when he got hurt in his
face, “Hitman” hurt “Floyd” with his
sword, the “Twin’s” broken wrist wasn’t
paining him, but it wasn’t working with
him giving “Leon” advantage, when he
wanted to finish the fight, he used a
smoke bomb and disappeared, “Twin”
wanted to follow them but “Sonya” told
him that they got the target and that they
must take her to safety, “Floyd”
confirmed and was taken to the cars and
the “Sentinels” left fast…
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In “England”, “Frank” was called by
“Hylaria” and she told him that “Layla”
was safe…“Ivy’s” men had info about
“Doomsday’s” location, “Frank” thought
that this was unusual “This isn’t right,
he want us to follow him, probably
wanna show us something, they know
how to disappear, otherwise we could
have caught them long time ago” “Rose”
confirmed “Frank’s” doubts, “Arrow”
said “As long as it’s a trap, we gotta walk
in it, else, we’ll never know their
plan”…In “Crawley”, the “Shadows” got
a huge camp and they were preparing
themselves for an attack somewhere, the
“Sentinels” didn’t got time to attack them
there, they were transporting a casket to a
truck, then they took their modified cars
and drove on the high way back to
“London”, “Frank” saw that they should
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make an ambush to them, “Silver” told
them that this was a bad idea, his
experience in “Russia” with the
“Shadows” was very bad, the “Predator”
saw that they can attack them on the
road, it was a huge risk, the cars used by
the “Shadows” looked big in size, “Ivy”
saw that it was the right time to show
“Frank” the new project “The
Beast”…The “Beast” was a special
armored truck, in the size of a tracked
military vehicle, but as fast as the
“Chevy” or maybe a little bit slower, but
it got a 2500 HP engine with 9 gears
transmission and 7 N2O cans all work
together when launched, bullet proof
tires and car body, loaded with heavy
weapons guided using a wireless
engagement between the weapons systems
and “Frank’s” mask, so that when he
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move his head left, right, up or down the
weapons would move with his head and
the steering wheel got a push-button for
firing, besides to 4 missiles 2 of them
shoot forwards and the other 2 shoot
backwards, the missiles were SAM[10]

type, the truck’s computer and sensors
could identify if any rocket launcher
fired a rocket on it and automatically
when the rocket approaches the truck to
a certain distance, the truck generates an
electromagnetic wave destroying the
rocket before it hits the truck, spikes
doesn’t affect the truck’s tires, the frame
was indestructible no matter what hit it,
“Ivy” hired some of the best mechanical
engineers in “Europe” & “USA” to build
that “Beast”, it was made specially for
“Frankenstein” and the “MI6”, there was
an auto-driving system to be driven by
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people like “Electrocutioner” or “Cain”
when there’s no driver, “Ivy” tested it
herself and she was 100% sure that it was
ready for deployment, she told “Frank”
to try it in this fight, he agreed happily…

The “Sentinels” moved, the jeeps and
the cars won in the Egyptian races,
“Rose’s” “Aston Martin 1977”, and the
“Beast”, which was a surprise to the
“Sentinels” that it was ready to be used
that soon…“Arrow” was driving one of
the “Sentinels” jeeps and “Deadshot” was
on his side, “Rose” was driving her
“Aston Martin” with another agent on
her side, “Ivy” was driving the “Fiat
131” with the “Predator” was on her
side, and “Silver” was driving the other
jeep with his friend “Jerry” on his side,
“Frank” was driving the “Beast”
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although he wasn’t trained on driving it
at all, but “Electrocutioner” was on his
side and he was ready to take the wheel
using the auto-driver at anytime…The
other team got 3 “Hummer” cars loaded
with weapons, a petrol truck loaded
with weapons too, and an armored
Monster truck in the front, all driving in
the opposite direction of the “Sentinels”,
a disastrous collision was
expected…“Silver” drove side-by-side
next to the “Predator”, they looked at
each other then “Silver” said to him
through the radio “Like old times, isn’t
it?” “Predator” replied “Yeah it is, war
for war” “Silver” & “Jerry” said together
“War for war”…“Arrow” saw that they
should stop and wait the “Shadows” to
pass, then start following them, “Frank”
wanted to meet them but “Ivy” convinced
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“Frank” to apply “Arrow’s” plan, the
casket was on the Monster truck, it was
opened and a guy wearing a strange suit
got out and jumped in the cabins to drive,
the driver jumped on the passenger’s seat,
the “Shadows” passed by the “Sentinels”,
“Frank” was shocked with what he saw,
the “Shadows” cars got obvious weapons
on the cars bodies, besides to the fact that
they were armored…The “Sentinels” sped
behind the “Shadows” and the fight
started, the “Shadows” formation was
putting the Monster truck in the front
and the tracked truck in the back, the
“Hummer” cars were in between, the
“Sentinels” had their formation too,
“Frank” & “Electrocutioner” with the
“Beast” were in the front, the jeeps were
right behind him, the “Fiat 131” & the
“Aston Martin” were behind them, the
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“Shadows” tracked truck started
shooting with heavy weapons from
behind on the “Beast”, when the
“Shadows” noticed that the “Beast” was
bullet proof, although these bullets were
stronger than usual bullets, but the
“Shadows” were prepared, there was a
cannon in the back, “Frank” screamed to
the others “GET OUT OF THE WAY” then
hemoved away in the last moment before
the cannon hit them, “Electrocutioner”
said “What are you waiting for!! Shoot
them”, weapons were getting ready to fire
just by saying ‘weapons’ only using
“Frank’s” mask voice, he did it and
started shooting at the cannon, killing
the guy who was firing the cannon but
“Frank” wanted to destroy the cannon
itself, 2 “Hummer” cars got out of the
line, then suddenly they pulled the
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hand brakes, the “Sentinels” could
avoid crashing with them, but the
trouble was that they became exposed to
heavy shooting from the front and the
background lines, then the tracked drove
side by side with the Monster truck
which got a huge mini-gun on its back
shooting at “Frank’s” “Beast”, using the
“Beast’s” weapons “Frank” killed the guy
on the Monster’s mini-gun, but the
tracked was still shooting at them and its
armory was strong and heavy, “Frank”
had an idea “Take the wheel when I go,
I got a plan” “Frank” said to
“Electrocutioner”, “Electrocutioner”
didn’t understand “What are talking
about?! Where are you going?” then
“Frank” sped to the tracked truck’s back,
then he activated the auto-driver and
opened the roof, “Electrocutioner” told
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him that this was dangerous but “Frank”
didn’t listen saying “Speed up and crash
it now” “Electrocutioner” was hesitated
but he did it and crashed the tracked
truck strongly making “Frank” dive in
the air on the tracked, somehow he broke
down the destroyed cannon and pulled
it off its bolts and threw it on the road,
the “Sentinels” could avoid it and it hit
one of the “Hummer” cars destroying it
then he started killing the “Shadows”
thugs on the tracked truck, the driver of
the Monster truck gave the wheel to the
thug next to him and he climbed on the
truck’s roof, “Frank” saw him, the
Monster truck approached the tracked
truck then the guy in the weird suit
jumped on it and stood face to face with
“Frank”, then the weird man opened his
mask, it was “Doomsday”, the
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“Shadows” built a suit to stand
toe-to-toe with “Frank”, “Doomsday”
didn’t talk he just smiled then he closed
his mask and attacked “Frank”, the last
“Hummer” got stuck between the 2 jeeps
then the “Predator” told “Ivy” to get him
close to the “Hummer” to jump on it, he
did it, then he broke the back glass
although it was thick but he made it
inside and could take the passengers
down and drive it, which was impressive
to everyone, the 3rd “Hummer” and the
trucks stopped suddenly making the
“Sentinels” cars crash, “Frank” &
“Doomsday” fall off the tracked truck
which stopped horizontally on the road,
“Frank” & “Doomsday” fall in the front,
the “Sentinels” were at the back with the
“Hummer” car and the Monster truck,
then both sides opened fire, and the
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surprise to everyone, “Abyss” got out of
the “Hummer” car with a mini-gun and
started shooting at the “Sentinels”, the
“Predator” used the “Hummer” he
controlled and shot at “Abyss” in return
but his armory was protecting him very
well, then the hand-to-hand combat
started…“Predator” & “Ivy” were the only
fighters who can stand against that
monster “Abyss”, but they were beaten
badly, the others took their time taking
down the rest of the “Shadows”
thugs…On the other side, “Doomsday”
and “Frank” had a brawl, “Doomsday’s”
suit was made of diamond metal, it was
strong like “Frank’s”, even if it wasn’t
doing more functions than protecting
who’s wearing it, but it was enough to hit
“Frank” strongly, “Doomsday” said
“That’s funny, humans create what they
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dread, those peace keepers create
weapons of mass destruction like that
suit you wear, that car you drive, those
drones everywhere until that even giving
birth to small children became a way to
create future killers like the present ones,
raising them up on the principles of fear
to make them their own replacement in
the future, to guide them to the END”
“Frank” didn’t reply but he heard the
others facing troubles with “Abyss”, so he
jumped to the other side aiding his
friends, “Silver” was hit, “Predator” &
“Ivy” weren’t hurt badly but their hits to
him were weak, “Arrow’s” electric
arrows were not affecting him at all, so
“Frank” had one weapon to use against
an animal like that, the sleeping gas in
his gloves, it worked although it took 2
minutes to sleep completely unlike
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regular humans, by that time,
“Doomsday” took the Monster truck and
sped away, the secret agent-who was
with “Rose” in her car-threw a grenade
on the truck’s back and it exploded,
“Frank” looked at her with an
astonishing look, she took off her mask
and shocked everyone except “Rose”, it
was “Paige”, that made “Frank” mad
and told her that she shouldn’t be there
with them, the “Predator” went to see
“Doomsday” but he was shocked that he
couldn’t find him in the truck’s
wreckage, his suit saved him and in the
confusion he could escape in the dark…
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{Child Prodigy}

“Jerry” died, “Silver’s” best friend, got
shot in the fight…The “Sentinels”
returned back to the base with nothing
but the monster “Abyss” and the
wreckage left after the fight, “Abyss”
wasn’t a guy to be talked to, but when
they returned, there was a massive bad
news waiting for them in “London”,
something unexpected happened, the
hospital where “Jenny” was, got attacked
by professionals, taking down every
agent and kidnapping “Jenny” and
little “Victor” leaving a black skull mask
in her room, that made “Frank” angry,
sad, confused…“Ivy” felt that she was
responsible for that and ordered every
agent she knew to work on finding
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“Jenny” and little “Victor”, the
“Predator” analyzed the situation to
“Silver”, “Ivy” & “Frank” saying
“Everything was a part of the plan”
“Silver” asked him “What do you
mean?” “Predator” replied “I’ll tell you,
the past 24 hours were dedicated to
attract your attention away from the
hospital, starting by noticing Doomsday
in London, then attacking me and the
Community’s motorcade, then they made
you focus on chasing me, while they
were preparing themselves for that
operation, then they allowed you to find
them in Crawley and they knew that
we’ll stop them, maybe that’s why they
stopped at all, they didn’t have to stop
their cars” “Silver” agreed on his
opinion, “Frank” saw that what
happened in “Egypt” was a part of the
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plan too…

A stranger with a weird voice called
“Paige”-who was collapsed-telling her
that the child was taken and that they’d
never see him again, then whoever was
calling told her to give the phone to
“Frank”, she opened the speaker and
“Frank” was there, “Electrocutioner”
started tracing the call, the caller said
“Hello Frankenstein, nice child you
have, you really thought that I’ll leave
you without suffering?” “Frank” asked
“Who is this?!” the caller replied “You
know who I am, I AM YOUR
UNDERTAKER” “Electrocutioner” could
find the call’s source, it was from
“Berlin” which made it impossible for
them to make an immediate attack on
the “Undertaker”, “Frank” replied to
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him asking “What do you want?”
“Undertaker” replied “First, I want my
animal[11], Second, I want you to tell
them what I told you when we were
together in Russia right now or I’m gonna
shoot the kid myself” then a little child’s
voice was heard in the phone, “Paige”
screamed “WHAT DID HE TELL YOU
MARK? TALK NOW” “Predator” said
“That’s impossible, he won’t find time to
take the kid and the woman from
London to Berlin that fast, they’re still
here in England, or maybe on the way to
a special jet now, or probably in the air,
but they’re not in Berlin, I’m sure” to
“Silver” & “Ivy”, “Ivy” pulled a piece of
paper and wrote to “Frank” “Ask him to
talk to Jenny” and showed it to “Frank”,
“Frank” saw it and asked him to talk to
her, “Undertaker” didn’t reply for a
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moment then said “She’s still asleep, I’ll
make you talk to her later, I think your
friends knew where I am now, deliver
my man there by tomorrow night just
where I am now, but I want to hear you
now telling them the big secret” “Frank”
broke the phone, “Rose” asked “Frank”
“What is he talking about Mark? What
did he tell you??” “Frank” replied with
anger “You wanna know what’s he
talking about?! Okay, he said that we are
working for the Community, that we are
their puppets, that we can’t stop them
because they got everything and control
everything, he said that I was their
guy…and STILL”, that was shocking to
everyone specially “Ivy”, she took the
shock and sat down saying nothing,
“Rose” said “No way, he’s lying and
manipulating our minds, we shouldn’t
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get confused or believe his lies” everyone
was astonished and surprised by what
they heard, “Ivy” thought that she left
that dark life behind and started to face
it, but she was shocked by these words,
“Silver” noticed that she was shocked
badly…

That call made “Frank” nearly sure
that “Undertaker” and the “Shadows”
kidnapped little “Mark”, but
“Undertaker” didn’t talk about him in
that call too…“Naomi” was with
“Undertaker” all the time with his
special guard “Zakharov”, who looked
very weird, the “Shadows” lost little
“Mark” he escaped from them,
“Undertaker” killed his men who were
guarding the kid, because of what they
said as an excuse of the kid’s escape,
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although “Naomi” noticed something
proving their words, but she didn’t talk
because it was unbelievable, what they
said was “The room’s door got opened
without interference from us, the lock
was opened, we went to see what’s
happening then we found the bed’s
springs and iron flying in the air, then
he started throwing us with these springs
and iron, when we tried to use our
weapons, our guns flew away from our
hands to his, we felt afraid that he’d
shoot us, then he ran in the woods with
the pistols, we followed him for a while
but we lost him” “Undertaker” didn’t
believe their words and made his man
kill them all, “Naomi” used to visit the
boy from time to time, she wasn’t rough
with him but she noticed that every time
she went to see him, she used to see a coin
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in his hand and he used to play with it
impressively as if his hand was a magnet,
but she kept that info for herself…

“Silver” & the “Predator” took a car
and sped to the airport, the “Predator”
was right, the airport’s cameras detected
“Jenny” 45 minutes before they arrive
and took a private jet to “Moscow”, not to
“Berlin”, “Silver” reported what they
knew to “Ivy” & “Arrow”, “Ivy” reported
that the jet got British hostages and must
be stopped, the British air forces weren’t
late and sent 2 fighters to stop the jet
before it leaves the British airspace, they
did it successfully and the jet returned to
“London’s” airport where the “Sentinels”
and a lot of cops were waiting them, the
“Shadows” thugs and the pilots were
arrested, “Jenny” & little “Victor” were
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alright and safe…“Frank” went to talk to
“Silver” thanking him for what he did,
“Don’t thank me, without his smartness
and perfect analyses, we would have
been deceived by that Undertaker
thinking that they were in Berlin, while
they were actually on their way to
Moscow” “Frank” didn’t know who was
“Silver” talking about “Who are you
talking about?” “Silver” replied “The
Predator, he have always been the brain
of any team he joined, we missed that
guy all these years” “Frank” looked at
the “Predator” and didn’t reply, he felt
that he owe this guy too much…
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“Jenny” was taken to another place
known only by “Ivy” with “Paige” &
little “Victor”, “Ivy” told “Frank” that
she ordered “Hylaria” to prepare herself
and a special jet was on its way to pick
her and the medical team up and return
to “England”, “Frank” wasn’t okay with
that but he didn’t refuse, because he saw
what happened to “Jenny” &
“Layla”…“Silver” asked his men in
“USA” to send a plane to pick up his best
friend who died on the “Shadows”
hands, then he spoke with the
“Predator” about the situation “We gotta
stop this guy, you’ll help me” “Predator”
replied “Like I have a choice, what are
gonna do?” then they talked for hours
together…“Zof” woke up from his coma,
“Crouch” informed “Frank”, but “Zof’s”
condition wasn’t good for interrogation,
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“Frank” asked him to send “Zof” to the
“Frankenstein” prison’s medical center,
because “Frank” was nearly sure that the
“Shadows” would try to rescue/kill him
when they know that he was still alive…

Little “Mark” made his way to a
police station in a town named “Tula”,
the kid talked to the cops and told them
what happened to him in Russian
language which was very weird, because
he didn’t learn this language in his
school in “Egypt”, all he knew was
English and not enough to make him
speak it too, which was weird even to the
kid himself, the cops weren’t late they
sent a force to that place the boy
described, and he was kept in the
precinct, the cops there called the
Egyptian embassy in “Moscow” and they
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sent a diplomatic car to get the boy, the
force-who went to the “Shadows”
place-didn’t find anyone alive there,
“Zakharov” have killed them all and
took what they needed and left that
place, according to the “Undertaker’s”
orders…

The embassy knew nothing about the
kid, the ambassador spoke with him on
the phone and the kid told him
everything about himself, his family
and the phone numbers of [Judge & his
wife, Venom & her husband] besides to
the phone numbers of his dad & mom,
which was impressive that he can
remember all these numbers, the
embassy sent a car to “Tula” and they
called the kid’s family, when “Judge”
knew from “Venom”, he called “Dr.
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Frank” and told him, “Dr. Frank” didn’t
waste any time and told “Frank”,
“Frank” told “Ivy” and she called
“Anton” and the “Dmitry” brothers, they
went to “Tula” faster than the Egyptians,
“Dominika” was a young girl (17 years
old), she could talk to the kid a little, but
the boy’s words were too weird to her and
her brothers, 1 hour later, the Egyptians
arrived and took the kid under the
“Dmitry’s” protection, 9 hours later, the
kid was in “Cairo” with “Judge” &
“Venom”…“Floyd” & the “Twin” were at
the airport waiting little “Mark’s”
arrival, when he arrived, “Judge” &
“Venom” took him home, “Floyd” &
“Twin” followed them…
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On the other side, “Undertaker”
wasn’t happy with what happened at all,
he lost all his offensive cards in hours,
not only that, but he lost his man
“Abyss” and his armed vehicles, that
was a huge strike to the “Shadows” but it
wasn’t over yet…“Zof” was transported to
the “Frankenstein” prison, “Abyss” was
sent there too in a special cell with no
partner with him…

The “Sentinels” returned back to
“Egypt”, after 48 hours of calmness,
“Hylaria” arrived to “London” and was
sent to a secret place by “Ivy”, the
“Sentinels” arrived with their cars
except the “Beast”…In the same day of
arrival, “Frank” took “Dr. Frank” and
went to “Venom’s” home to check on little
“Mark”, “Frank” wasn’t welcomed well
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by her, but the kid hugged “Frank” and
whispered in his ear “I wanna show you
something” then he pulled “Frank” to
his room and shut the door, “Dr. Frank”
asked “Venom” & her husband “How is
he?” but their answer was terrifying
“He’s confused, imagining that he can
manipulate coins and move metals
without touching them, this is insane,
he’ll lose his mind like that, just like his
father”…In the room, the kid showed
“Frank” the Russian coin telling him
that he can lift it without touching it,
“Frank” smiled and said “Of course you
can boy, you’re an Isaac” the kid said
“You don’t believe me like them, I’ll show
you” then he started focusing and trying
so hard to make it move but it didn’t,
“Frank’s” cell phone rang, he wanted to
get out and answer it, when he reached
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the rooms door, the coin stroke the wall
next to the door, the strike was strong
enough to break the wall and make a
crack in it, that made “Frank” stop and
hang up the phone, saying to the kid
“How did you throw it like that?!!” then
the kid raised his hand and the coin was
pulled out of the wall and got attracted to
his hand proving his point, “Frank”
grabbed him from his arms asking him
“Did you try to move anything else
without touching it?” the kid replied
“Yeah, I did, I thought I can do that with
coins only but I discovered that I can do
it with other metallic tools and things”
“Frank” replied “Of course you can, you
just need to practice, you have to focus
without losing your temper, don’t tell
anyone about this or show it to anyone,
not even aunt Venom” the kid promised
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“Frank” with that…This gift was gonna
make little “Mark” a target and everyone
will try to catch him to use him, this was
worrying “Frank”, this shift in the kid’s
life would put him deep in the game just
like “Frank”, little “Mark” was never
gonna be a normal man, “Dr. Frank” &
“Frank” left and on the way “Dr. Frank”
asked “Frank” “How was he?” “Frank”
replied “Heroes get Remembered, Legends
are Immortal” “Dr. Frank” didn’t reply,
he understood what his son referred to…
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{Agent Frankenstein}

On September 21st 2016, a special
agent from the “NATO” asked to see
“Crouch” in a private meeting, it
happened, the “NATO” guy officially
requested the “Sentinels” and another
special team to work internationally for
the “NATO” not only for the “United
Kingdom”, that was above “Crouch’s”
power he had to agree and finish their
files transportation to the “NATO’s”
database, later he called “Ivy” and told
her that they were picked up to be
special agents in the “NATO” special
intelligence by her leadership as a
Captain this time, not just a Lieutenant,
under the leadership of an anomalous
Lieutenant-General, “Ivy” was happy
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with that and she called “Arrow” telling
him to inform the crew, he did it and
everyone burst in joy and happiness,
“Frank” shared them their happiness
but he knew that he wasn’t a part of the
team…Next day, a package arrived with
the crew’s new IDs, there was one for
“Frank” as “Agent Frankenstein”, with
no real name, it was a clear sign that
every member in the “Sentinels” was in
[Frank, Floyd, Arrow, Rose,
Electrocutioner, Deadshot, Cain, Paige &
Hylaria] besides to the “Twin”, who
wasn’t a human to be added
officially…“Sonya” wasn’t added
because she was a British spy, but she
was added later, and “Jenny” was a
prisoner, the “Sentinels” were told to
prepare themselves to take a private jet
and travel to “New York” the next day,
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“Ivy” traveled there before them and was
surprised by 2 surprises there…The
“Sentinels” traveled but “Frank” told the
“Twin” to stay in “Egypt” because there
was no need for him there, “Sonya” was
left in “Egypt” too, “Frank” had his
worries that the “Shadows” might try to
kidnap little “Mark” again telling
“Sonya” to watch “Venom” & little
“Mark” closely…

The ceremony in “New York” was
made and the crew was honored and
“Ivy” introduced “Frank”, who appeared
in his metal suit with church bells
ringing, like old times of “Evolution”,
the “SACEUR”[12] honored them himself
and “Frank” had the chance to say
something to the “NATO” officials and
the generals, he said “Thank you, thank
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you for making a value out of me, for
making me realize that I can be
something good, that I can be a good guy,
your trust is not for free I know, in return
I’ll do everything I can to earn my
position in the Sentinels and my place
in the NATO special forces, but I won’t
have been that successful without her
help” and pointed at “Ivy” then
continued “This lady stood in my back
when I had no friends in the dark world,
without her I wouldn’t have been here
with you right now, I would have been
dead, to her I say ‘Thank you’ I owe you
my life, thank you all” everyone clapped
the hands for “Frank’s” word and a tear
fall from “Ivy’s” eye, in the classic
dancing, “Frank” asked “Ivy” for a dance
and she agreed…It was time for the 2
surprises for the “Sentinels”, first, the
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Lieutenant-General who was gonna
manage their jobs with the “NATO’s”
officials was “Shaw”, second, “USA” had
no representative in the “Sentinels”, so
the best one for that place was “Silver”,
Captain “Silver” this time, same rank as
“Ivy”, so he wasn’t taking orders from her
but both of them were gonna take
decisions together and “Silver” wanted to
be in the field with them, “Frank” saw
that he needed a guy like “Silver” with
him…

“Frank” asked “Ivy” to prepare a jet
for them heading to “Moscow”, “Frank”
thought that the present silence from the
“Shadows” wasn’t comforting him, “Ivy”
confirmed “Frank’s” worries, but he told
[Floyd, Rose & Cain] to make their way
back to “Egypt”, “Rose” didn’t want to
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leave “Frank” but he insisted, he wanted
to put someone he trusted in “Egypt” to
watch little “Mark”, the Miracle kid…

The crew reached “Moscow” after
hours for traveling, “Anton” welcomed
them by recommendation from “Ivy” and
he cleared the situation in “Russia” for
them “The country is on fire, the
government and the SVR are stuck in a
warfare between both poles of the
criminal world, the Community vs the
Shadows, maybe that’s why they didn’t
attempt any attack on you
recently”…“Ivy” traveled back to
“England”…
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{The East VS The West}

“Arrow” & “Floyd” saw that things
were going in their own good, as long as
both evil sides were in war, they saw that
laying low would make them weaken
each other, so that when the “Sentinels”
attempt an attack it would be effective,
but “Frank” & “Silver” didn’t see things
that way, “Silver” said “A war like that
will destroy everyone and cause
hundreds of casualties, besides to the
weapons they stole from the American
base, we gotta stop them” “Frank” saw
that a war like this won’t be away from
him and his family for too long and
striking them while they were weak was
better than waiting for one to win and
become unbeatable, because whoever
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was gonna win this war would become
in control of the whole underworld, that
was gonna make things worse for the
“Sentinels” or whoever was gonna fight
afterwards…

The Russians knew that “Romanov”
was gonna be attacked, but they didn’t
know who was gonna attack him, they
didn’t know that he was working with
the “Shadows”, the “Sentinels” moved to
his company where he was to secure him
with some Russian agents including
“Anton”, once “Romanov” got out at the
front door, agents told him that they
believe that his life was in danger, he
told them that he had his own security
guards and didn’t need official
protection, when he finished talking, a
sniper bullet blew his head off, “Frank”
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made a quick scan on a sniper rifle in
the area, the scan detected the rifle and
it was moving, meaning that the shooter
was running down from top of a
building, “Frank” reported that to the
others and told them to secure that
building and wait him till he gets down,
he was caught by the cops and agents but
he was useless, he had a cyanide capsule
in his mouth, he bit it and died at once,
when it happened, “Frank” knew that
he was a “Community” gang member…In
return one of the “Community” family
members got attacked by the “Shadows”
in “England”, and they killed him too,
that incident happened in the same
night “Romanov” died, no time
wasted…“Frank” asked for everyone in a
meeting, “Ivy” was with them on Skype,
he had to tell them who was the “Boss”,
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he told them that he was the
“Undertaker”, his uncle who was said
that he died in the 90s, he also told them
that “Naomi” was still alive, and who
died in “Blackpool” was a clone of her,
and that the “Twin” was made by the
“Shadows”, with a mission to kill
“Frank” and the crew, that was shocking
and confusing to “Ivy” and the others
except “Silver”, who asked “Frank” to
describe his look, when “Frank” was
finished describing “Undertaker’s” look
to “Silver”, “Silver” said “I had a strong
feeling that this guy was the Shadows
Boss” “Frank” was astonished “Do you
know him?!!” “Silver” replied “Yeah, I’ve
been hunting him for years, all over
Russia, since 2005 till 2012 actually,
he was like a ghost to us, we couldn’t
catch him, some of us died on his hands
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and didn’t even see him, he wasn’t using
men that time, he was moving free, after
2003’s war, a team was recruited to look
for that assassin, Jack & myself were
members in that team, after one year of
vain search and arrest jobs, Jack was sent
to a NATO base in Turkey, and I was
ordered to head the crew I used to lead
the following years, the rest of my old
team were separated in 2010, I kept
looking for that guy until he completely
disappeared since 2012, no reports
about him, wasn’t seen anywhere ever
since, it seems that he became the Boss
since 2012 and started giving orders, so
he didn’t have to do anything himself
anymore” “Frank” told them that they
must find the “Undertaker” fast before
anything else happens, “Silver” got an
idea…
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In 2015, the “Community” managed
a way to borrow a device that was used to
find people based on their faces, then it
automatically hacks in every CCTV,
phone cameras, digital cameras, tablets,
or anything that uses internet access
with a camera to locate that 3D face that
was given to it, the device was created
and used by the US government, the
“Community” used it once-according to
“Frank’s” knowledge-when “Bishop”
offered “Frank” help and used it to find
the “Comedian”…“Silver” thought of
finding a way to use it, he thought that
the “Sentinels” knew nothing about it,
he was right but “Frank” knew about it
and didn’t comment, “Silver” called his
men in “USA” and told them to make the
device ready to accept the 3D photo as
soon as possible, “Frank” called “Judge”
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and asked him to send photos of the
“Undertaker” front and side views as
possible, “Judge” didn’t understand and
asked “Frank” “What’s going on?! Why
are you asking for your uncle’s photos
now?!!” “Frank” replied “I’ll explain
later, all I can say now is that we need
these photos or little Mark will be always
in danger, maybe everyone too” “Judge”
wasn’t late and sent some photos,
“Frank” sent them to “Silver’s” cell
phone and he sent them to his men in
“USA”, all the “Sentinels” had to do was
to wait the results…Results came and the
“Undertaker” was in
“Siberia”-“Dudinka”, “Silver” told
“Ivy” and she told him to wait for
reinforcements, but “Silver” thought
that it was a waste of time so did “Frank”,
they decided to move on their own…
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“Judge” told “Dr. Frank” what
“Frank” asked for “Your son asked me for
Undertaker’s photos, you got any idea
why?!” “Dr. Frank” didn’t answer for a
while, then asked to see “Judge” in the
villa privately, they met there, “Judge”
asked him “What’s going on? I can’t
understand anything!” “Dr. Frank”
calmly asked “Judge” “You remember
how did the Undertaker died in the
90s?” “Judge” replied “Yeah, a drive by
by the south-side thugs, Victor took care
of them later” “Dr. Frank” said “Our
brother didn’t DIE, he was wearing his
vest” “Judge” got shocked “WHAT?!! You
knew that and kept it a secret all these
years!! Why?” “Dr. Frank” replied “At
the beginning I didn’t know, Victor told
me in 1997, he wanted to go and join his
uncle instead of working for Bishop, I
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refused the idea because I didn’t want
Victor to leave me, but he died the next
year” “Judge” asked “What about the
Undertaker? Didn’t he call you ever?”
“Dr. Frank” said “That doesn’t matter
now anymore, what matters now is why
did Frank ask for his photos?? Are they
friends or foes?” “Judge” didn’t reply
because he didn’t know, “Dr. Frank”
continued “Our dad made a serious
mistake when he agreed to be their man,
now our sons are paying the price”
“Judge” said “No they’re not, we are the
ones who’re paying, we see them killing
each other and we are just helpless to stop
the bloodbath” “Dr. Frank” didn’t reply,
then both men noticed light coming out
from behind the museum’s door and
pure air current, that was logically
impossible, “Dr. Frank” got a pistol in
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his waist, “Judge” had his gun in the car,
he told “Dr. Frank” not to do anything
until he returns to himwith his gun and
hammer, he got out then the villa’s door
got locked behind him and he couldn’t
open it with his key, so he started to
break the door with his sledge hammer,
“Dr. Frank” opened the door and he was
shocked with what he saw, he saw the
“Golden Queen”, the same queen seen by
“Frank” in the pyramid, “Dr. Frank”
didn’t understand, then she waved with
her hand as if she was telling him “Come
here”, he was pulled to her as if air
lifted him towards her and the door was
shut down behind him, “Dr. Frank” was
off the ground all the time, she spoke to
him in Hieroglyphic but “Dr. Frank”
understood her words because she
wanted him to understand, she wanted
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to tell him something, she said “Adam
found the Miracle child, let him guide
the child, help them to be strong and
strengthen each other, Adam is the best
warrior in your and our history, that
child is placed in the wrong part of the
history, each 1000 year a child with
enhanced abilities appears and cause
disturbance in the world, Adam is the
only one who can endure the child’s
power, but you must know something, I
gave that child the ability he has now,
just like those before him and the ones
after him, I gave that child life when his
destiny was death, I put my son’s soul in
his weak body to give him live, and that
child is Adam’s too, whichmeans that in
this dark world, YOU are his grandfather
and Adam is his father who didn’t see
his baby because of war, take care of my
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baby and my husband, don’t let the
witch[13] corrupt the child’s mind and
make him hate his father, or I won’t keep
watching for long, my King” then she
disappeared and “Dr. Frank” fall on the
ground, after a while of thinking, he
knew who was “Adam” and who was his
child…In 2010, when little “Mark” was
born, his mother was very weak and he
was born early, doctors weren’t sure that
he was gonna survive, later on, he
survived and everyone thought that it
was a miracle…What “Dr. Frank” saw
and heard made him astonished and
surprised, he felt that he should never
tell “Judge” about what happened,
“Judge” opened the museum’s door to
find “Dr. Frank” on the ground, after
helping him to stand, “Dr. Frank” told
him that he wanted to leave, “Judge”
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didn’t understand anything but “Dr.
Frank” was tired, they returned to “Dr.
Frank’s” home using “Judge’s” car, and
one of “Dr. Frank’s” men brought his car
back home…

In “Russia”, the “Sentinels” needed
special cars to be driven fast on snow,
“Anton” and his brothers managed
that…The “Shadows” camp wasn’t in
“Dudinka”, but it was 14 miles away
from “Dudinka”, the “Predator” & the
“Twin” joined the team according to
“Shaw’s” will, “Frank” welcomed
“Predator’s” existence but wanted the
“Twin” to be in “Egypt” just in case, but
“Sonya” and other agents were there and
“Ivy” assured “Frank” that nothing
would happen in “Egypt”, he trusted
her…
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{Carnage #6}

The “Sentinels” arrived the place
with 5 special cars, the crew was [Frank,
Arrow, Floyd, Rose, Electrocutioner,
Deadshot, Twin, Silver & Predator] 2 in
each car, except the “Twin” who was
driving alone…The cars were parked
away from the place, “Frank” scanned
the place, there were about 30 thug
inside and outside, that made “Silver” &
“Arrow” hesitate, but “Frank” was sure
that his men can do it, “Deadshot” took
his position for sniping using a quantum
stealth cloak for cover, he had the
“EXACTO” rifle made by the “Sentinels”,
“Twin” was a perfect decoy for the thugs,
he made his way to the front gate and he
was seen by them, they shot him and he
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fall on the ground, “Undertaker” was
told and he got out to see what’s
happening, some thugs went to see him,
the rest of the crew surrounded the place
already, during the minutes of checking
the “Twin”, “Electrocutioner” found
where was the electricity power source
using spying satellites, he told the
“Predator” where was it and he hurried
to it, taking down every thug in his way
quietly then he reached there and
destroyed it cutting power off the place,
when it happened, “Undertaker” said
“Frankenstein…” and he didn’t have
time to give them orders, because the
“Twin” attacked the “Shadows” thugs
and “Deadshot” helped him by shooting
some of those attacking him, “Floyd” &
“Rose” controlled the west side and got in,
“Arrow” & “Silver” took control over the
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north side, then “Frank” got in from the
main gate, with one task in mind,
finding the “Undertaker” who
disappeared when the power was off,
“Frank” stormed the place with a “G36”
in his hand and shooting down the
“Shadows” thugs, then the “Twin”
joined him in a back to back firing,
“Predator” was good on his own, “Silver”
& “Arrow” did their best and killed
every thug on the north side, where there
was a backdoor to the place, until
someone showed up and prevented
anymore thugs to get involved with them,
they were taking cover behind a truck,
but the shooting stopped suddenly, then
they got shot by a flamethrower, it was
the “Dragon”, he was-as usual-using his
jetpack and flying while he was firing,
“Silver” was wearing his jetpack, when
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“Dragon” saw that he tried to fly away,
“Silver” followed him and both of them
engaged in the air, “Arrow” tried to help
“Silver” by shooting at the “Dragon” but
one of the “Shadows” men stopped him,
“Blade”, then he started fighting with
“Arrow” hand-to-hand with knives,
“Zakharov”-“Zak”-attacked the
“Predator” while he was on his round
killing the “Shadows” men, their fight
was savage, “Zak” was a giant and
“Predator” was a good and strong
fighter…After some shooting, “Frank” &
“Twin” were attack by the thugs in a
hand-to-hand when they saw that
bullets weren’t affecting “Frank” or
“Twin”, in a minute or 2, black smoke
appeared then “Doomsday” & “Leon”
showed up and attacked both of them,
“Hitman” attacked “Floyd” & “Rose”, he
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shot “Rose’s” leg with a Remote grapple
which pulled her to the wall and she
couldn’t move, then he attacked “Floyd”
and throw him inside the place through
a window to send him away from “Rose”
before she shoots at the “Hitman”, then
both men had their time in fighting and
“Hitman” beat “Floyd”, when “Rose”
saw that her husband was in serious
danger, she used her hammer and broke
the piece of the wall where the clamp
was fixed, then she throw her hammer
on “Hitman” taking him down with 5
broken ribs…The place was like a
workshop or a garage, had a lot of tools
and equipment used for fixing machines
and mechanics, but there was a lower
level, underground…“Frank” beat
“Doomsday” hardly, the “Twin” killed
“Leon”, they were in a situation only one
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survives and the “Twin” was faster,
“Leon’s” head flew in the air, “Arrow”
was hurt but he could beat and tie
“Blade”, although “Blade” was helped
more than once by thugs, but “Arrow”
was fast and used his arrows as weapons
next to his knife although he didn’t have
a chance to use his bow, just pulling his
arrows and stabbing the thugs was
enough, “Blade” was stabbed in his leg
and he gave up…During the fight, the
back yard’s ground was opened, it wasn’t
just snow, there was something down
there, 2 huge cannons got out and thugs
started shooting heavy cans towards
“Dudinka”, “Anton” spoke to the
“Sentinels” in the radio “What’s
happening guys? The town is taking fire
by cannons!” the “Sentinels” heard the
cannons firing but they didn’t know
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where they were, here comes
“Deadshot’s” role, “Electrocutioner”
located the cannons position, using the
special “EXACTO” rifle, “Deadshot” shot
the thugs on the cannons down, but the
“Sentinels” had to destroy these cannons
before more thugs use them, hitting
“Frank” with electric sticks was tiring
him but he could beat anyone his way to
the “Undertaker”, he told the others that
he was looking for him, “Twin” did the
same but he took a different way,
“Floyd” & “Rose” went to destroy the
cannons but there were some thugs in
their way, “Predator’s” fight with “Zak”
took its time among the place, “Silver”
destroyed the “Dragon’s” jetpack, when
he fall down, “Silver” beat him down
fast, “Dragon” wasn’t a good fighter,
when “Silver” was finished with the
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“Dragon” he took the flamethrower used
by the “Dragon” then he hurried to the
cannons…Due to the strikes on
“Dudinka”, there was a small military
base there, they moved to the place with
heavy weapons, the Russians saw that
there was a lot of violence in the place, so
they kept their weapons hot, minutes
later they engaged with the “Shadows”
thugs, “Doomsday’s” suit got broken but
he was okay, backup came to the
“Shadows” but not by thugs with black
skull masks, they were ‘Ninjas’, they
attacked the Russian soldiers and took
them down fast, the place was dark and
vision wasn’t clear, besides, the ninjas
were very fast and their hits were
effective and killing, then they caught
“Deadshot” & “Electrocutioner” without
killing them and others got in the place
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aiding the “Shadows”, “Predator”
couldn’t beat “Zak” so he ran from him
to check on “Arrow” who asked for help,
“Silver” reached the cannons and saw
that the “Shadows” thugs were protecting
the cannons from “Floyd” & “Rose”,
“Silver” used the flamethrower and
burnt them all while flying above them,
clearing the place for “Floyd” & “Rose”
to destroy the cannons and they did it,
“Predator” found “Arrow” and helped
him against the ninjas, although he did
it hardly and got hurt, he said “Who are
these ninjas? They’re not Shadows”
“Frank” replied “Chang, its Chang’s
triad, it was all planed by Undertaker”
then “Undertaker” appeared suddenly
behind “Frank” and said “Exactly son”
“Frank” turned around then
“Undertaker” hit him strongly enough to
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take “Frank” off the ground, “Frank”
was shocked when he saw “Undertaker”
clearly, he was wearing an armory
loaded with weapons and it was nearly
above 8 ft tall and very wide in size,
looked too heavy about 600 lb or more,
its weapons were heavy and its cans were
very strong, not enough to destroy
“Frank’s” suit, but it was very strong,
“Doomsday” fought with the “Twin”, but
not for long, 2 ninjas appeared and
helped “Doomsday” allowing him to run,
but “Twin” killed the ninjas and ran
after “Doomsday”…“Frank” &
“Undertaker” had their own fight
through the place, from room to room,
from hall to hall, breaking down
everything, destroying walls, when the
thugs or the ninjas saw them
“Undertaker” told them to leave “Frank”
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to him, “Frank” said “For years, dad and
the family have been saying that you
have been a hero or a roll model, while
actually, you’re nothing but a gang
banger, just like Bishop” “Undertaker”
replied “Just like you and everyone in
the family kid, we’re all killers, we
deserve death, all of us…So when I’m
done with you, I’ll finish them too, don’t
worry kid, you won’t be alone in hell”
“Frank” said “Then I think I should kill
you now, but no I won’t, I’ll make you beg
me to kill you, and I won’t, I
FRANKENSTEIN” then both ‘robots’
attacked each other violently…
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One of the thugs screamed saying
“ARMY TANKS ON THE WAY”, that
made “Undertaker” leave “Frank” and
get out to deal with them, “Frank” didn’t
wanna leave him, but “Zak” and other
thugs stopped him with the heavy “KSG”
shotguns, then “Arrow” shot the thugs
with his arrows killing them, and
“Predator” attacked “Zak” telling
“Frank” to follow the “Undertaker”,
when “Zak” was up on his feet, “Arrow”
shot him with an arrow having a
sleeping injection, taking that giant
down…“Frank” found the “Undertaker”
but he noticed that “Electrocutioner” &
“Deadshot” were not replying or saying
anything, but “Frank” was slow, there
were 3 tanks from the near by base with
2 trucks full of troops, “Undertaker’s”
weapons were too heavy and strong
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enough to blow one of the trucks up,
killing all who were on board, then he
turned to the tanks and shot them with
missiles coming out of his shoulder,
destroying 2 tanks that way, when he
tried to shoot the third one, the tank shot
him, it took him off the ground, but he
wasn’t affected, he got up in the shock of
the soldiers, the tank was gonna shoot
him again, but “Undertaker” shot the
tank with a missile destroying it, then
“Frank” attacked him then he turned to
the soldiers saying “RUN, GET OUT OF
THERE”, they were shocked by what
they were seeing, and afraid…The
“Twin” saw “Frank” & “Undertaker”
fighting, he rushed to help “Frank”, the
self unity of “Frankenstein”…
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{Legendary Monsters}

“Undertaker” stood up and faced
“Frank” & the “Twin”, he looked at the
“Twin” and said “You should have been
killing him, but whatever…” then he
turned to “Frank” and said “I’ll kill you
and your clone, when I am done, I’ll kill
your friends and family to show them
that you failed, that you are a LOSER”
“Twin” said “ENOUGH” then he
attacked “Undertaker” and “Frank”
attacked him with “Twin”,
“Undertaker’s” suit’s arms got a special
mechanism that made his arm stretch to
hit “Frank” at a distance, the punch was
strong to take “Frank” away for a
distance, then “Undertaker” caught
“Twin” from his throat, punched him
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twice in the face then he threw him
away, “Frank” contacted “Silver” “Silver,
check on Electrocutioner & Deadshot,
they’re not responding” “Silver”
confirmed and went to check on them,
“Doomsday” appeared in the 8x8 truck
telling “Undertaker” that there was a
huge army force coming to the place and
they had to go, the ninjas disappeared
and the “Shadows” closed rings till 3
special cars appeared to take the them,
but they couldn’t reach the cars because
they got shot by a m203 rifle grenade
launcher then heavy shooting after that
killing some of them the rest took cover
but “Arrow” shot them with an explosive
arrow killing them, but he couldn’t see
who shot the cars, “Silver” couldn’t find
“Deadshot” & “Electrocutioner” where
they should be and the area they were in
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was in mess even the “EXACTO” rifle was
broken…The 8x8 truck sped away from
the place despite “Frank’s” efforts to stop
it or follow it, then another anonymous
black armored truck came out of
nowhere and followed the 8x8 truck, it
wasn’t too long until the black armored
truck turned the 8x8 truck on its roof
somehow, the army force arrived with a
huge number of troops and heavy
weapons, the black armored truck
returned back and a very tough lady
came out of the driver’s seat, at first,
“Floyd” thought that she was a man, her
physique was bigger than the
“Predator’s”...Her name was “Viktoria
Nikolay”…
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“Undertaker”, “Doomsday” and
whoever was alive inside the place was
arrested, “Viktoria” was surprised by
how “Frank” looked, from his shield she
knew that they were the “NATO’s” men,
the “Sentinels” were taken by the army
to the military base, “Viktoria” said
“Who will I speak to?” “Silver” stepped
forward saying “Captain Richard J.
Silver, former American pilot in the
military air forces, present serving in the
NATO special forces and the leader of the
team” then “Viktoria” spit on the ground
next to “Silver’s” foot, the Russian
soldiers and agents laughed, then she
asked “What are you and your thugs
doing here, Captain America?” “Silver”
was in rage, but he knew that he got
nothing to do, he was in a Russian
military base in “Russia”, the
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“Sentinels” were stripped off their
weapons and tools, except “Frank”, he
was the only one who got his suit and
tools-except the pistols, shield and
knife-because they thought that he was
just a robot, “Silver” replied “We’re after
the guys you arrested, agents from your
side helped us to get there” then an agent
came and gave “Viktoria” a phone with
an untraceable line, she took about 5-6
minutes in that call, then she looked at
them and asked about “Frank” “Which
one of you is Frankenstein?” “Frank”
looked at her and said “Look at him
here” his voice made her look at him
with tense, then she took them in a
meeting room and started talking with
them about the “Shadows” “Since when
have you been hunting the Shadows?”
“Frank” replied “Months ago, what
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difference does that make?” she said
“These people are funded and supported
by the Mafia and the Chinese Triad,
besides to some corporations,
businessmen, politicians, even secret
Intelligence have been giving them info,
I’ve been after them for 3 years, but
they’re just like they’re called, Shadows”
“Frank” said “We lost 2 men, we couldn’t
find them and your men couldn’t too, I
need to talk to the Undertaker to know
where his men took them before it’s too
late” “Viktoria” replied “That’s not our
problem, but I will help you, although
I’m not forced to do that but I’ll do that
for a friend of mine” “Silver” asked
“What friend?!” she looked at “Frank”
without talking, “Frank” knew who she
meant, “Ivy”...
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“Viktoria” refused letting “Frank”
talk to the “Undertaker”, she went to talk
to him herself, “Undertaker” knew her
and spoke with her in Russian saying
“Hello Viktoria, nice to see you again
girl”, he was sitting on a chair in the
middle of a chamber, cuffed, there was
no another chair for the interrogator,
“Viktoria” said “It has been a while
since we met face to face, I’ve been
waiting for this moment for 6 months,
tell me something…” then she put her
hands on his legs-his left leg got a broken
ankle due to the accident-and asked
him “Be nice to me and tell me where are
the NATO’s agents now?” “Undertaker”
seemed not to understand what she was
talking about “NATO’s agents!! Is that a
new screw up you’re trying to hang on me
girl?!” she put all her load on his
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injured leg “What are you doing? I don’t
know anything about any agents” then
she got him loss of his cuffs and started
destroying the room with his body, he
tried to fight back but she was stronger
and faster than him, he was growing old,
“Rose” said “What the hell is she doing?
Is that legal here??” “Silver” replied “Of
course not, would you like to go in there
and tell her?”, after a while of hard
beating, “Undertaker” spoke “It must be
the ninjas, I told them before they come
to put in consideration that we were
gonna need a hostage from the Sentinels,
they must have taken them” “Viktoria”
asked him “Who exactly you have been
in contact with in the Triad?” he said
“Chang Kong, and his master”,
“Viktoria” asked him when was the last
time they met and where, he told her
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about “Vladimir’s” night club in
“Moscow”, and he told her the hotel
where they usually stay, the “Sentinels”
had no time to waste, they should get
there before the Triads go to “China”
where they’ll never be found, “Predator”
thought that they would never travel
away with the hostages, he saw that they
took hostages to attract “Frank’s”
attention, he was right…“Ivy” was told by
“Silver”, she called her friend “Chen” to
go help her men, but she shocked “Ivy”
that she was in “Moscow” watching
“Chang” and his men, but she also told
“Ivy” a very sensitive info about the
Triad’s plan to outbreak the WWIII[14]

that made “Ivy” in shock the way she
never been before, “Ivy” called “Silver”
& “Viktoria” and told them the info she
knew, “Viktoria” decided to stick with
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the “Sentinels” and she reported the
disaster she heard to the “SVR” who
finally agreed to help the
“Sentinels”…The Triads got a piece of
technology that was gonna block
“Moscow” from the internet and radio
calls for 2 hours, then by several attacks
on power stations, the city was gonna be
in complete darkness, during these hours,
the assassins would attempt several
assassinations in the Capital, including
the President and all his minsters,
besides to some politicians and others,
satellites detected their existence nearly
everywhere in the city, a threat “Frank”
had to stop at all costs…
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{Live Another Day}

The “CIA” found the stolen nuclear
head from the “Norway’s” American base,
this made “Crouch” and the British
officials comfortable…“Ivy” ordered
“Sonya” & “Cain” to prepare the cars
and manage a way to travel to “Moscow”
and help the others, it happened and
“Chen” arrived “Moscow” to join the
crew with 2 more Chinese agents, the
crew became [Frank, Silver, Floyd, Rose,
Arrow, Predator, Twin, Sonya & Cain]
besides to the “Dmitry” brothers,
“Viktoria”, “Chen” and her agents,
“Viktoria” brought her truck with
her…The metal suit got sabotaged because
of the fight with the “Undertaker”, the
other suit was ready with a functional
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mask, that was a serious trouble…On the
way from “Siberia” to “Moscow”,
“Viktoria” checked the “Sentinels” files,
but “Frank’s” file was too big and
classified, “Rose” had some sleep,
“Floyd” put his jacket on her and sat
next to “Frank” “We’ll make it, won’t
we?” “Floyd” said, “Frank” replied
“Don’t worry, I’ll make sure nothing bad
happens to her, or to you brother, I need
you to promise me something, if I didn’t
make it tonight, I want you to take care of
Rose, Paige, Hylaria & Jenny, they mean
everything to me, and they should to you
too, the only thing that matters is the
family, our family, hold on to them,
Floyd” “Floyd” looked at “Frank” and
had a feeling that this was the last time
they talk to each other, “Viktoria” was
listening to this, “Arrow” wanted to talk
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to “Floyd” so he left “Frank”, “Viktoria”
sat down next to him and said “I didn’t
mean to listen, but I heard what you said
to him, you should know something kid,
I’ve been in delicate situations like this
many times with a lot of friends, they
were not the same in each mission, but I
never stuck my family in a war of mine
or even joined them in theirs, they are
trusted people of course, but one day
they’ll be weak spots on your side, I don’t
know anything about your life, it’s a top
secret in the NATO’s X-Files, but I think
you’re a good guy, this business doesn’t
keep us Angels but we mustn’t let it make
us Demons too, Ivy told me to stick with
you and prevent anything bad to happen
to you, I’m your guardian angel tonight
boy, you ain’t gonna die because you’re
my task, and simply I don’t lose” “Frank”
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kept looking at her without talking, he
just moved his head as if he wanted to
say “Thank you”…The “Undertaker” and
his men were said to be transported to
“Moscow” then to “England” to be
imprisoned in the “Frankenstein” prison,
but that didn’t happen, the “Shadows”
thugs attacked the jet that was
transporting the prisoners to “Moscow”
and controlled it, when they reached the
military base in “Siberia” and took the
prisoners, the “Shadows” were dressed
like the Russian army uniform,
“Naomi” was on the jet leading this
move…
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The “Sentinels” arrived, welcomed by
“Chen” & “Sonya”, “Sonya” & “Cain”
brought the cars with them from “Egypt”,
[The Dodge Ram, Nissan 240RS, Fiat
131, Mitsubishi 2008, the FSO Polonez
& Floyd’s motorcycle], the cars were
enough for city car chases if
necessary…Using the American device,
“Cain” could locate “Chang’s” location
in “Moscow”, he was surrounded by his
ninjas in a junk yard somewhere south
“Moscow”, the “Sentinels” decided to
attack them there, the “Dmitry” brothers
did their precautions and heavy security
on everyone targeted by the Triads,
specially the Russian
president…“Frank” said “I take Chang
down, you secure the place and get rid of
the ninjas” to the others, the cars were
covered, “Frank” went to the “Polonez”
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and uncovered it saying “The LAST ride”,
“Viktoria” rode her black tracked truck,
“Floyd” used his motorcycle, the “Twin”
was gonna drive the “Nissan”, the “Fiat
131” was driven by “Sonya” and
“Arrow” was on her side ready with his
bow & arrows, the “Dodge Ram” was
driven by “Silver” and the “Predator”
was on his side, “Rose” drove the
“Mitsubishi”, the Chinese got their
car…The “Sentinels” didn’t know that
the “Shadows” were released, they were
[Undertaker, Doomsday, Zak, Blade,
Dragon & Naomi] and before the jet
lands in “Moscow”, they used parachutes
and landed somewhere before they
arrive “Moscow”, when the jet landed
and the police looked in it, they found
no one inside except the pilots who
killed themselves once they landed, that
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was a huge shock to the “Sentinels”,
“Frank” knew that he was gonna see the
“Undertaker” that night…The
“Sentinels” approached the junk yard,
the Triads had a roadblock on the way,
“Viktoria” was in the front, “Frank” said
to the others “Line up behind Viktoria”
they did it and broke through the
roadblock, although the shooting, then
they got in the front yard of the place, the
“Sentinels” made a wall with their cars
and started to deal with the shooters,
they weren’t all ninjas, some of them
were “Shadows” thugs, the fire
engagement didn’t last for long, the
“Sentinels” got the firing skills & tech to
finish it fast, then they got in to get their
friends, “Deadshot” & “Electrocutioner”,
it wasn’t that easy, the ninjas were in
their way, “Viktoria” was killing them
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with no effort, she acted as if she know
their moves and hits, “Frank” used his
shield and knife to kill whoever stood in
his way to get to “Chang”, “Arrow”
focused on getting the hostages, “Cain”
already located them in the place, the
triads were hard to be beaten down or
killed…

“Frank” faced “Chang” finally, he
had a samurai sword in his hand, “It
have been a long time till we faced each
other one-on-one, it’s great, I’ll have the
honor of cutting Frankenstein’s head” he
said, “Frank” replied “You can’t kill
what won’t DIE” then both men attacked
each other, “Chang” was in control all
the time, he hurt “Frank” with the
sword more than once in his legs and
waist, but in a special move “Frank”
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broke the sword with the shield, but
“Chang” was still in control, “Viktoria”
found them, she fixed a huge blade she
got in the wall, she was very strong, she
hit the blade’s handle in the wall
breaking it and fixing the blade in the
wall, “Chang” saw her, he attacked her
in a flying move with his leg, she
grabbed him from his leg and threw him
on the knife she fixed, it penetrated his
back and got out from his stomach
killing him, without “Viktoria”,
“Frank” could have been killed by
“Chang”…“Arrow” found the hostages,
but they were guarded by 2 thugs with
skull masks and “Blade”, “Arrow” took
care of the thugs, then it was “Blade’s”
turn…When “Undertaker” knew that
“Chang” died, he took his crew-except
“Blade”-and took their cars to leave,
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they were using one modified “Hummer”,
but it wasn’t loaded with weapons, the
rest of the cars were normal fast cars
except one of them the “Sentinels”
remembered, that car was used by
“Pegasus” when they were attacked by
the “Sentinels” in the Western desert’s
warehouse, it was called the
“Bombshell”, its armory was covered
with Kevlar material, “Predator” said
“Undertaker must be in that car, he’s not
in the Hummer or any other car of those”,
“Twin” left them and hurried to the
“Nissan” and rushed behind them,
“Silver” used his jetpack, and shocked
everyone that he got the “Dragon’s”
flamethrower with him, “Floyd” took
his motorcycle and followed “Twin”,
“Frank” looked at “Viktoria” and they
hurried to their cars, “Frank” said
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“Guys move out now” to the others, but
pulling back wasn’t that easy…The
“Shadows” cars got 2 passengers each, a
driver and a shooter, the “Hummer” was
driven by “Zak”, the special car was
driven by the “Undertaker” and
“Naomi” was on his side, “Doomsday” &
“Dragon” were driving 2 modified
Russian cars, “Silver” landed on the
“Dragon’s” car, after some fighting with
the thug next to the “Dragon” and
throwing him out of the car, “Dragon”
lost control and crashed, but “Silver”
was alright, “Frank” crashed
“Undertaker” and took him in a road
away from the convoy, their fight was
between them as a family no one should
interfere, “Twin” & “Doomsday” had
their car fight, but it was finished fast
because “Floyd” shot “Doomsday’s” car
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with the mini-guns in his motorcycle,
causing serious damage to the car and its
tires making it stop, “Twin” & “Floyd”
stopped to check on “Doomsday”, he
didn’t give up that easy, he fought back
but “Twin” beat him down and “Floyd”
cuffed him, then the “Twin” rode his car
and tried to follow “Frank”, “Viktoria”
stopped “Zak” by crashing his car from
the back door so strongly enough to turn
it on its side, she stopped and “Zak”
could get out of the car, “Viktoria” got out
too with her gun in hand, “Zak” had
one in his hand too but he dropped it
and made a move by his hand as if he
wanted to say “Try to beat me”,
“Viktoria” was so confident of herself,
she dropped her gun too and both of
them started fighting
hand-to-hand…“Undertaker’s” car was
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stronger than “Frank’s”, but “Frank’s”
car was faster, he passed “Undertaker’s”
car and used the oil tubes to make
“Undertaker” lose control, then he hit a
trash truck, he was injured but not
badly, “Frank” stopped and reversed
with the car then went to check on him
with his gun in hand, “Undertaker”
opened the car door and fall out, when
he saw “Frank” he laughed saying “Life
is very silly and ironic, nothing lasts
forever” “Frank” replied “You fear loss
more than death, I beat you down, but I
won’t kill you” “Undertaker” said “This
planet needs more saviors like ME, not
more slaves like YOU” “Frank” said “I
believe that we’re both disappointments
to our family and to the whole world,
uncle…” “Undertaker” laughed, “Frank”
continued “Humans are weird and odd,
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they think order & disorder are 2
different things and because of their
fears from disorder and chaos, they try to
control what CAN’T be controlled, but
some of them are innocent, some of them
deserve to live in peace, some of them
deserve to have their faith rewarded, you
missed that for decades I think…PEACE”
“Undertaker” replied roughly “Human
beings are ugly, everyone is waiting the
other one to fall down to step on him and
take his place, humans are doomed,
Frankenstein, although you don’t
deserve that name anymore” “Frank”
replied “Yeah they are doomed, but
things aren’t beautiful and comfortable
when everything is perfect, as long as we
are living evil, envy, hate, greed,
jealousy, vengeance and all bad human
qualities will exist, but despite all this,
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it’s a privilege to be among humanity as
a human, not an animal” “Undertaker”
looked at “Frank” with a mocking look
saying “You just don’t know how the
world goes kid, despite all what you’ve
been through, you still believe in them,
you’re unbearably naive kid” “Frank”
said “I’d rather be a naive guy than
being a thug like you” “Undertaker”
pulled a sawed-off shotgun from his
waist, “Frank” pointed his gun at him
and told him to drop the gun,
“Undertaker” said his last words
“Whatever you knew these past months,
is for you, whatever will happen next, is
for your kids and their mothers” then he
shot himself in the head blowing it,
“Naomi” pressed a button in a remote,
then she appeared and tried to shoot
“Frank” from behind, but the “Twin”
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shot her in her arm, the button she
pressed was to blow “C4” charges in all
the “Shadows” hideouts and stores all
over “Russia”, to prevent anyone from
putting his hands on their tech and
weapons, “Frank” & “Twin” caught her
and they were surprised to see her
pregnant in her final months or
so…“Viktoria” beat “Zak” down with a
little effort, the “Sentinels” in the junk
yard controlled the place with the cops,
“Blade” hurt “Arrow” but was beaten
and caught by “Sonya”…

In hours, a special jet arrived from
“England” and took the “Shadows” and
whoever was caught from the ninjas or
the “Shadows” thugs, despite the shock
by “Naomi” and that she was still alive
and obviously pregnant, they were all
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welcomed by “Ivy”, she transported them
as soon as possible to the “Frankenstein”
prison, where they belonged, except
“Naomi” who was sent to the medical
center in the prison “Ivy” had her doubts,
so she made a DNA analysis to “Naomi’s”
embryo and her doubts were real, she
knew the father and kept it a secret from
everyone…The “Sentinels” took 24 hours
in “Moscow” to write reports about
everything happened that night and
handed the reports to “Viktoria”, then
they had some rest until another jet was
sent to pick them up and take them to
“London”, “Chen” and her men traveled
back to “China”, she met “Frank” first,
they talked a little then she hugged him
and left, “Viktoria” talked to “Frank” too,
but their talk was more emotional, it
ended with a long kiss, then the
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“Dmitry” brothers came to say their good
byes to the “Sentinels”…“Shaw” & “Ivy”
welcomed the crew and took them to the
base to deliver their reports about the
operation, after a long night of talking
with “Shaw” & “Ivy”, it was time for
revivals…The “Predator” wasn’t seen by
them after going to the base and
reporting the operation anymore,
“Crouch” took him, “Ivy” took the group
[Frank, Floyd, Rose, Arrow, Sonya,
Electrocutioner, Deadshot & Cain] to the
place where [Hylaria, Jenny, Paige &
Agent X] were hiding in “Wales”, “Agent
X” gave birth to her & “Arrow’s” child,
the group cheered up with that news and
“Arrow” was thrilled, “Hylaria” told
“Frank” that they were gonna have twins,
a boy and a girl, they dealt on calling
them special names, “Achilles” &
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“Eve”…The place was a huge Mansion,
like a palace, “Ivy” paid a LOT of money
to build that place fast with 22 rooms,
10 halls, 8 gardens, 14 pools, 2 wide
gymnastic rooms, 5 play grounds for
football and basketball, a wide
workshop or a garage with the best and
newest tools and equipment for car
modding and things like that with a
wide place for races, drifts and cars
testing besides to a secret place
underground for “Frank’s” suit, weapons,
shooting range and computers to be used
by “Cain” & “Electrocutioner” just in
case, the “Beast” car was parked down
there too, with a special exit for it from
down there, that place was called “The
Grave”, and many other accessories for
fun and security in the place, on the
front gate, the palace was called “The
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Frankenstein Palace”…

On September 16th 2016, “Silver”
paid the “Sentinels” a visit in the Palace,
he talked to “Ivy” first, then he told her
that he wanted to meet “Frank”, he was
with his child-little “Victor”-and his
ladies, “Ivy” called him and both men
had some private talking “You know, it
wasn’t that bad to work with you kid”
“Frank” replied “We all know that YOU
was working with ME, Silver” “Silver”
laughed, “Frank” stepped forward and
continued “But I gotta say, not bad for an
American cop” “Silver” stepped forward
and faced him replying “Not bad for a
former criminal, actually I never
imagined that I was gonna trust a
criminal under any circumstances, till
next time, Frankenstein” “Frank”
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replied “Till next time” then he
left…“Ivy” & “Paige” took “Frank” and
the others to the garage, showing them
the NEW cars they bought for everyone, a
“Dodge Tomohawk” bike for “Floyd”,
“Aston Martin DB10” for “Rose”,
“Mercedes Benz GLK” for “Arrow”,
“Lamborghini LP710” for “Deadshot”,
“Ferrari FF” for “Electrocutioner”,
“Maserati Ghibli” for “Jenny”, “Dodge
Challenger 2015” for “Paige”, “Jaguar
XF 2016” for “Hylaria”, “BMW Z8” for
“Cain”, “Land Rover 2016” for “Ivy”,
“Nissan GTR 2015” for “Sonya”-who
became officially an agent-and finally
an “Equus Bass 770” for “Frank”, the
car that he have always wanted to
own…Before traveling back to “Egypt”,
“Frank” paid “Bourne” a visit in the
prison to check out everything there with
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“Ivy”, “Bourne” told them that they
received 5000 enhanced prisoners and
lunatic fringes from every highly
secured prison or asylum in the world,
specially the “Cave” prison, the
“Shadows” prisoners were imprisoned in
special cells…“Frank” paid “Naomi” a
visit, on their way, “Ivy” said “I knew
that her child is yours” “Frank” didn’t
understand asking “How??” “Ivy” said
“Don’t lie to me, DNA analysis reveled
the father’s identity, it’s you, can’t you
control yourself with women?!” “Frank”
told her that he knew nothing about that
and he never touched “Naomi”,
“Naomi” confirmed his words and told
them what the “Undertaker” was
planing, he wanted a natural-enhanced
piece of “Frank” on his side, which
means that whatever was in her
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abdomen wasn’t gonna be a normal
child, “Ivy” told him that they should
keep that a secret…

“Dr. Frank” decided that he won’t tell
“Frank” anything about what happened
in the villa, he knew that something was
wrong, but he didn’t want to confuse his
son, he saw that if “Frank” should know
something, he would know it just in
time…“Frank” stayed in “England” till it
was time for college again, it was his last
year, “Frank” traveled back to “Egypt”
and had to talk to “Dr. Frank” about
little “Mark” and about sending him to
“England”, to keep him safe with special
care in special schools there, “Dr. Frank”
wasn’t okay with the idea but he saw
that “Frank” was right, “Judge” was easy
to be convinced, the problem was with
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“Venom”, they had to convince her that
he should be sent there to have a better
life without problems, she agreed only if
she traveled with the kid, “Judge”
refused telling her “You wanna leave me
like your brother did?!!”…After weeks of
struggles and arguments, “Venom”
agreed…“Layla” contacted “Frank” on
social media, she knew him through
“Hylaria”, she was very excited by
knowing that she got an uncle and could
know her father, “Frank” asked her not
to tell her mother anything about them
and that they would be friends and he
would tell her everything she needed to
know about her father and her
family…“Sonya” knew that one of “Dr.
Frank’s” men was cheating on them and
was the one who used to give the
“Shadows” “Frank’s” moves in “Egypt”
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and also leaking info about his family
too, “Frank” knew that they were on
drugs and weed, so he called the cops
and told them that they were thugs
eliminating them from the family’s life,
“Frank” explained the situation to “Dr.
Frank” who upset for his men in the
beginning but when he understood he
thanked his son…

“Viktoria” was sent to “Egypt” to dig
behind the plane crash that happened to
a Russian civil plane in “Sinai”, it was
a good chance for her to be next to
“Frank”, he liked that, he started to like
her very much…“Sonya” was with
“Frank” in “Egypt” to watch his back
and to tell him any updates…
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Weeks later, “Shaw” paid “Frank” a
visit in “Egypt”, “Sonya” told “Frank”
that “Shaw” wanted to see him at the
“Sentinels” hideout, the place was theirs
whenever they needed it but they weren’t
in “Egypt” anymore, “Shaw” used that
place to meet “Frank” secretly, when
they met, “Shaw” said “Hey old friend,
how is it going?” “Frank” replied
laughing “Routine life, how do you
think it is?” “Shaw” said “Okay kid,
time for business…” he handed “Frank”
a file and continued “You remember
Ahmed Khan, the guy you killed in
Nigeria with Agent X & Arrow, this is his
big brother, Johar Khan, a wanted guy,
was said to be murdered in North Korea
in 2012, he appeared again in Ukraine
attacking an Ukrainian military convoy
and stole a special computer chip in a
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tank, we don’t know what’s so interesting
with the chip or what data on it, but we
know that this guy doesn’t play games, if
he’s involved in something, it means that
there a huge threat coming” “Frank”
kept looking in the file without replying,
“Shaw” said “Take your time, read the
file well and tell me if you are
interested” “Frank” grabbed him from
his arm and said “I don’t need to think,
I never ran from a gun fight, I’m IN”
“Shaw” was astonished with “Frank’s”
fast response “Are you sure about that
kid?!!” “Frank” replied “Of course I am,
tell them[15] to get ready” “Shaw” smiled
and said “War is coming my friend, it’s
just a matter of time till WWIII outbreaks,
I want you to be ready at any moment son,
can you stand with us?” “Frank” replied
“I will do what your men will never be
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able to do, just because I CAN” “Shaw”
said “One day you’ll live a normal life
again, one day Markenstein will take
Frankenstein’s place, maybe not now or
soon, but I know that day is coming, trust
me kid” “Frank” replied “I don’t know, I
think Markenstein died in 1998, when
the Demon died, there’s nothing left now
but Frankenstein, I FRANKENSTEIN”…
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{Album}

(Frankenstein logo)

(The Sentinels logo)
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(The Shadows 8x8 war truck)

(Silver’s pistol)
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(The chimneys in Al-Mahala)

(The Undertaker’s Throne)
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(Frankenstein in the late 50s & 60s)

(The Twin’s claw-knives)
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(Magnetic Handcuffs for the
Frankenstein prisoners)

(Sonya’s boots with knife heels)
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(The Beast truck design)

(The armed tracked truck)
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(The Hummer jeeps used by the Shadows)

(Doomsday’s diamond suit)
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(The Rouble coin used by little Mark)

(Frankenstein’s new shield)
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(The cars used by the Sentinels to attack
the Shadows hideout in Dudinka)

(The Remote Grapple used by the
Hitman)
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(Viktoria’s armored truck)
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{Abbreviations}

1] Drugs, Money or Weapons
2] Extreme Accuracy Tasked Ordinance
3] When the rope reached it’s end,
“Frank” took that distance and held on,
then he used the rope again to complete
the climb to the chimney’s top
4] Victor Frankenstein
5] MI6 & SVR
6] One of “Silver’s” men
7] The eldest brother of the “Dmitry”
brothers
8] World War II
9] The Predator
10] Missiles track their targets even if
they weren’t in front of the truck or
behind it, no way to run away from it, it
will follow the target wherever it goes
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and hit it
11] Abyss
12] Supreme Allied Commander Europe
13] Venom
14] World War III
15] The Sentinels
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{Notes}

1- The 3 parts of the novel were written
by “Mark M. Isaac”…

2- The 3rd part is based on the past 2
parts, they should be read first before
this one…

3- The Characters who appeared in the
past 2 parts were not mentioned in these
characters biography, because they were
mentioned in the past parts
biographies…


